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The present thesis comprises of eight chapters. A brief summary of the 
problems is presented at the begining of each chapter and then each chapter 
is divided into number of sections. Because of the close association of special 
functions with generating functions, a brief review of these important topics 
is presented in the first chapter. It provides a systematic introduction to 
most of the important special function that commonly arise in practice and 
explores many of their salient properties. This chapter is also intended to 
make the thesis as much self contained as possible. 
Chapter 2. contains Sister Celine polynomials and a general theorem on 
generating relations for certain sequence of functions. In this chapter we also 
obtain generalization of Sister Celine polynomial into two variable hyper-
geometric polynomials. Many formulas involving the families of generating 
functions for Sister Celine polynomials are shown here to be special cases of a 
general class of generating functions involving Sister Celine polynomials and 
multiple liYpergeometric series of several variables. The main result can be 
applied to derive a large number of generating functions involving hyperge-
ometric functions of Kampe de Feriet. Srivastava. Exton. Srivastava-Daoust 
and others multiple Gaussian hypergeometric functions. 
Chapter 3. deals with general expansions for the product of Jacobi poly-
nomials winch gives a special cases involving Jacobi. Laguerre and Lagranges 
polynomials. Lauricella. Appell and generalized Gauss function. The main 
result extended Pathan and Kamarujjama [79]. Exton's generating function 
[33] and Feldheim's expansion [38]. 
In chapter 4. we prove a general theorem on generating relation for 
a certain sequence of functions. Many formulas involving the families of 
generating functions for Jacobi and so called extended Jacobi(or Fujiwara) 
polynomials given by Sharma and Manocha [67]. Manocha [66]. Sharma [96], 
Sharma and Mittal [97], Srivastava [111. 113] and Pittaluga. Sacripante and 
Srivastava [83] are shown here to be special cases of general class of generating 
function involving Jacobi (or Fujiwara) polynomials and multiple hypergeo-
metric series of several variables. The main result can be applied to derive 
a large number of generating functions involving hypergeometric functions 
of Appell. Lauricella. Kampe de Fcriet. Srivastava. Pathan. Exton. Chandel. 
Khichi. Karlsson. Chandel-Gupta. Pandey. Dhawan and other multiple Gaus-
sian hypergeometric functions scatterred in the literature of special functions. 
In chapter 5. we derive a general theorem on partly bilateral and partly 
unilateral generating functions. A number of results follow as special cases, 
simply by specializing" the coefficients and parameters involved in the theo-
rem. A number of known results of Pathan and Yasmeen [80] and Pathan 
and Bin Saad [77] are special cases of our theorem. 
In chapter 6. we have attempted to define generalized Rice polynomial 
in terms of two and three variables and established a general theorem for 
certain sequence of functions with essentially arbitrary coefficients. By these 
coefficients, a number of known results of Shrivastava [98], Khandekar [58] 
and Rainville [87] are shown to follow as applications of the theorem. 
In chapter 7. using series manipulation technique to obtain bilateral 
generating functions for Gegenbauer C'^.r) polynomials associated with hy-
pergeometnc polynomials
 2F\. \F> and 3 F 2 . The main bilateral generating 
functions can be applied to derive a variety of generating functions (known 
and unknown j . 
Finally, in chapter 8. we derive an extension of Preece result in the form 
of reduction formula of Srivastava function F ' 3 ) into a combination of Exton's 
double hvpergeometric function X\:3:0. Some deductions from this formula 
lead us to a number of (known or new) reduction formulas for Kampe de 
Feriet. Exron and Appell functions. 
Articles, definitions and equations have been numbered chapterwise. 
The equations are numbered in such a way that, when read as decimals 
they stand in their proper order. The integer represents the chapter, the 
first decimal place represents the section and the second decimal, the posi-
tion of the equation in the section. A comprehensive bibliography appears 
at the end with the authors names in alphabetical order. 
This thesis concludes with an appendix which contains reprints of a few 
published papers. 
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C H A P T E R 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Theory of special functions plays basic role in the formalism of math-
ematical physics. It covers an extremely wide domain of study, firstly for-
mulated by the pioneering works of Euler. Gauss. Laplace. Bessel, Legendre. 
Hennite. Laguerre. Jacobi. Riemann. Weyl. Horn. Appell. Lauricella. Whit-
taker. Watson. Hardy. Ram an uj an and many others, and continuously refined 
by new geometric, group theoretic, partition theoretic and number theoretic 
achievements and suggestions. 
Special functions have proved a powerful tool to investigate the various 
aspects of physical problems. The analytical and numerical study of special 
functions in general and hypergeometric series in particular has revealed their 
interesting properties, which in some sense can be regarded as an extension 
of the properties of the elementary and higher transcendental functions. 
Presently, the theory of special functions is a well established topic, 
providing a unifying formalism to deal with the immense aggregate of spe-
cial functions and the relevant differential equations, generating functions, 
integral representations, recurrence formulae, composition and addition the-
orems. Within the group theoretic context, a given class of special functions 
appears as a set. of matrix elements of irreducible representations of a given 
"roup [71]. [128]. [132]. Projective surfaces defined by Appell's hypergeoniet-
ric systems are studied by Sasaki [93]. Any surface in the projective 3-space 
can be described by a system of differential equations in two variables and 
rank four, while we know only a few explicit examples of such systems whose 
coefficients are rational functions. However a geometric study of such sys-
tems, which is promising to give globally defined examples of surfaces, has 
only been given by T. Sasaki [93] and T. Sasaki and M. Yoshida [94]. [95]. 
Other than these approaches, the interplay between differential relations, op-
erational rules, integral operators, combinatorial identities and generalized 
special functions is particularly useful in the applications. Dattoli [17] and 
Dattoli et.al. [18] [20] have presented operational identities useful in any 
problem involving ordinary and generalized forms of special functions. A 
wide clays of differential identities is derived by exploiting methods involving 
generalized forms of classical polynomials [19] [20] and [64]. 
The topic- which we have touched on in the present thesis is basically, gen-
erating functions and is associated with the interplay between special func-
tions, conventional or generalized and some of the approaches given above. 
The topic is so wide that it can not be treated in the space of few chapters. 
We believe, however, that the examples we have discussed yield a clear idea 
of the flexibility and usefulness of the proposed methods and generalizations. 
This chapter aims at introduction of several classes of special functions 
which occur rather more frequently in the study of generating functions of 
special functions. We present some basic definitions and relations of special 
functions needed for the presentation of the subsequent chapters. In sec-
tion 1.2. we first give the definition of gamma function and then proceed 
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to hypergeomptric functions (and their generalization). A brief account of 
hvpergeonietric functions of two variables and several variables is presented 
in sections (1.3) and (1.4). respectively. In section 1.5. we present the def-
inition of orthogonal polynomials and some hypergeometric representations 
of polynomials. A concept of generating function (and their classification) is 
given in the last section 1.6. 
1.2 G A U S S I A N H Y P E R G E O M E T R I C F U N C T I O N S A N D ITS 
A P P L I C A T I O N S 
With a view to introducing the Gaussian hypergeometric series and its 
generalizations, we shall find it convenient to employ some definitions and 
identities involving Pochhammer's symbol (A)„. Gamma function F(z) and 
the related functions. 
The Gamma Function 
One of the simplest but very important special functions is the Gamma 
function T(z). defined by 
T{z)
-< r<~" . Re(z)<0;z? -1.-2.-3.... ( 1 ' H; + i) 
Infact. the Gamma function T(z) is a generalization of the factorial func-
tion ^! the domain of positive integers to the domain of all real numbers 
except as 0. — 1, —2.... 
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T h e P o c h h a m m e r ' s Symbo l and t h e Fac tor ia l F u n c t i o n 
The Pochhammer symbol (A)„ is defined by 
( A )
" \ A(A + l ) - - - (A + / > - l ) . if n= 1 .2 .3 , . . . ( L 2 ' 2 ) 
Since (1)„ = /?!. (A)„ may be looked upon as a generalization of the ele-
mentary factorial: hence the symbol (A)„ is also referred to as the factorial 
functions. 




 ^ r W ^ - ^ 0 . - 1 . - 2 . . - . (1.2.3) 
Furthermore, the binomial coefficient may now be expressed as 
X\ A ( A - l ) ( , A - » + l ) _ ( - l ) " ( - A ) „ 
n J iv. 
or. equivalentlv. as 
A \ HA + i) 
n »!r(A-•»? + !) :i.2.5) 
If. in the relationship -r([^nl^ = ( —1)"(—A)„. A is changed to a - 1. 
then 
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 a 7^0. ± 1 . ± 2 . . . . (1.2.6) 
r(a) (1 - o)„ 
Equations (1.2.3) and (1.2.6) suggest that 
(A)_„ = j 1}x. • H = 1 . 2 . 3 . - - - : A ^ 0 . ± l . ± 2 . . . . (1.2.7 
and 
(A)n?+„ = (A)m(A + m)„, (1.2.8) 
which, in conjunction with (1.2.7). gives 
(A)„-fc=
 M'
 [\{X)\ • 0<k<» (1.2.9) 
For A = 1. we have 
(-if H! (ji-A-)! = ^-—. 0<k<n, (1.2.10) 
( - " ) * • 
which mav he written as: 
in i l ! 
. 0 < k < n. 





' » ' • " _ " • _ -
 ( 1 2 l i ; 
0 . k > n 
• j 
G a u s s ' s Multiplication Theorem 
For every positive integer m. we have 
( A U = m " ' " n f A + J X) • " = 0 . 1 , 2 . . . . (1.2.12) 
whic-h reduces to Legendre's duplication formula when in — 2. viz. 
(A)2„ = 2 2 " ( ^ ) ( ^ ) • »» = 0.1.2. ••• (1.2.13) 
n \ f) 
In particular, we have 
(2?7)! = 22" ( ^) /7,! and (2/7. + 1)! = 22" ( J ) n.\ (1.2.14) 
Also [120: p. 86 (problem -2)]. if (?) being a positive integer, the n 
( A ) „ - „ „ = ( „ , 1 / w ) , " A ' ( f J " . 0 < A- < [77/777] (1.2.15) 
n f1^^) 
For A = 1. (1.2.15) gives 
(-l/m)mk /) 1 
;„ _ „,.A:)! = v _; ' -. Q<k< [77/777] (1.2.16) 
T h e Gauss i an H y p e r g e o m e t r i c Func t ion 
The term 'hypergeometric' was first used by Wallis as early as 1655 in 
his work Arithmetrica Infinitorum" when referring to any series which could 
he regarded as a generalization of ordinary geometric series. 
3G 
Yjzn = l + z + z2 + , (1.2.17) 
77=0 
but the main systematic development of what is now regarded as the hyper-
geometric function of one variable 
,F]{a.b:c:z) = f : ^ ^ ^ . c ? 0. - 1 . - 2 . . . . (1.2.18) 
was undertaken by a German mathematician C.F. Gauss in 1812. 
In (1.2.18). («)„ denotes the Pochhammer symbol defined by (1.2.2), z is 
a real or complex variable, a, b and c are parameters which can take arbitrary 
real or complex values and c ^ 0. — 1. — 2 • • -. If c is zero or negative integer, 
the series (1.2.18) does not exist and hence the function 2^1 (°- b: c: z) is not 
defined unless one of the parameters a or /; is also a negative integer such 
that —c < -a. If either of the parameters a or b is a negative integer, say -m 
then in this case (1.2.18) reduces to the hypergeometric polynomial defined 
by 
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>F](-n,.lKr.z) = y - l^lll - oc < z < oc. (1.2.19) 
17=0 l < '» " • 
By d'Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the hypergeometric series 
(1.2.18) converges absolutely within the unit circle, that is, when | z |< 1, 
provided that the denominator parameter c is neither zero nor a negative 
integer. Notice, however, that if either or both of the numerator parameters 
a and /; in (1.2.IS) is zero or a negative integer, the hypergeometric series 
terminates, and the question of convergence does not enter the discussion. 
Further tests show that the hypergeometric series in (1.2.18). when 
| c |= 1 (that is on the unit circle), is 
(i) absolutely convergent. if Re(c — n — b) > 0: 
(ii) conditionally convergent, if — 1 < Re(c - a — b) < 0. z ^ \: 
(iii) divergent, if Re(c - a - b) < - 1 
Generalized Hypergeometric Function 
A natural generalization of the hypergeometric function 2F1. is the gen-
eralized hypergeometric function, so called
 pFq which is defined as 
( " • i ) n •••{ov)i, z11 
( M » i •••{bq)v n\ 
,*<, 
« ! , . . . 
6 , . - - -
. . . , a.p: 




where, as usual 
(a,)„ = and [(a)\„ = M(o,-)„ 
Here /; and </ are positive integers or zero, the numerator parameters oj . • • •, r;.;, 
and the denominator parameters bi bq take on complex values, provided 
that bj ^ 0 . - 1 . - 2 . . . . ; j = 1.2.. . . 9. 
An application of elementary ratio test to the power series on the right 
in (1.2.20) shows at once that : 
(i) if 7) < q: the series converges for all finite 2. that is for | 2 |< cc 
(ii) if /> = </+ 1: the series converges for | z |< 1 and diverges for | z |> 1 
(iii) if/; > q + 1: the series diverges for 2 ^ 0 . If the series terminates, there 
is no question of convergence, and the conclusions (ii) and (iii) do not apply, 
(iv) if p = q + 1: the series in (1.2.20) is absolutely convergent on the circle 
\z: |=1 if Reltbj- £>,) >0 
Also, for /; = q + 1. the series is conditionally convergent for | z | = 1. 
z ^ 1. if - 1 < Relibj-E «.• ) < 0 and divergent for | 2 |= 1 if 
Retibj- £>,] <- l . 
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Aii important special case. When /) = q = 1. (1.2.20) reduces to the 
confluent hvpergeometric series ]F\ named as Kummers series [61] and is 
given by 
1 F,(n :c ; 2 ) = f ; ^ ^ = lim 2Fl(a,b;c:j) (1.2.21) 
iF\ (a: c: z) is also denoted by Humbert's symbol 0{a\c:z) and it is known as 
confluent hvpergeometric function of first kind. 
The differential property for \F\ [1] is 
• f r i F 1 (o : c : . r ) = ^ i F 1 ( f l + A-:c + A-;.r) A-= 1.2. . . . (1.2.22) 
The Gauss hvpergeometric function 2-Fi and the confluent hypergeomet-
nc function \F\ form the core of special functions and include as special cases 
in most of the commonly used functions. The
 2F\ includes as special cases, 
most of the classical orthogonal polynomials. Legendre function, the incom-
plete Beta function etc. On the other hand
 QF\ includes as its special cases 
the Bessel functions. 
1.3 H Y P E R G E O M E T R I C F U N C T I O N S OF T W O V A R I A B L E S 
Appell 's Functions 
We have -seen how the hvpergeometric series can be generalized by simply 
increasing the number of parameters. In addition to increasing the number 
10 
of paranielers. hypergeometric functions may be generalized along the line 
of increasing the number of variables. In 1880. Appell [2] introduced four 
double hvpergeometrie series, which are given below 
F\\a,b.b\c:x.y\= }_ — - —. (1.3.1) 
max{| ./• |. | y |} < 1; 
m%Q {c)m(d)„ ml n\ 
r | + | y |< 1: 
F3[n.a.b.b:c;x.y\ = ^ r~\ r~7 ' (1.3-3) 
max{|.r \.\ y |} < 1: 
FfrAcc:,. ^ j ^ - ^ ^ - - - (,.J.4) 
V + \/M<i 
Here1, as usual, the denominator parameters c and c are neither zero nor 
a negative integer. 
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The standard work on the theory of Appell series is the monograph by 
Appell and Kampe de Feriet [3]. Erdelyi et.al [24]; for a review of the sub-
sequent work on the subject; see also Slater [100] and Exton [29; pp. 23-28]. 
Humbert 's Functions 
In 1920. Humbert [46] gave a list of seven functions which are infact, 
the limiting form of Appell\s functions F], F2 and F3; of them the following 
function [24; pp. 224-225] will be used in our subsequent discussion. 
<p1[a,b;c:.r.y]= ^ — 7 - - —. (1.3.0 
,„.„=o ( c) '»+" m ! " ! 
, r | < l , \y\<x: 
0 0 
„ r , i v - (°Uft)>. •*•"'*/" ,, , n 
Oo \a.b:c:r.y = ) — -—- 1.3.6 
./• | < 00, I y I < DC: 
00
 In) ?• '" ( / " 
.7' | < OO, I 7/ | < DC; 
t'l [oJr,c,ci.r.y ] = ^ - — (1.3.8) 
,„^1„ (c),n(rf)„ »"! "! 
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.'»' |< 1. | y |< oc: 
V-2 [a; b. c: .r. .</ = } _ — - — —, (1.3.9) 
| .7' |< oc. I y \< oc: 
=1[fl,6,C:d:.r,j/]= £ — — — - . (1.3.10) 
77i.7)=0 \ulm + n I"- a-
| .r |< 1. | y |< oc: 
=2[«.6:c:.r,x,]= £ — — - . (1.3.11 
| .r |< 1. | <y |< DC. 
Horn's Functions 
The efforts of Appell were continued by Horn (1867-1946). who in the 
year 1931. defined the term hvpergeometric functions of two variables and 
denoted them by G\. G-i- G'.j, H\. . . . H-. He thus completed the set of all pos-
sible1 complete hvpergeometric functions of two variables see also [120: pp. 
56-57] and Erdelyi et. al [24: pp. 224-228]. 
Here we list two Horn functions which are used in our subsequent work 
[120: pp. 56-57] 
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//4[a, b\ c, rf;r, ;</] = ^ 
in .rt — 0 (c),„(rf)„ ???.! •»! 
1.3.12) 
.7: |< r. | ?/ |< s. 4r = (s — 1] 
/ /7[a,6, c:d;x,y] = ^ (o-)2m-n(6)n(c)n.r"
,yn 
?n.n=() (rf). ???.! • » ! 
•1.3.13) 
| :;: |< r. | </ |< 5.4?- = (s - 1 ) . 
The Kampe de Feriet's Function 
Just as the Gauss series 2-F was generalized to
 pFq by increasing the 
number of the numerator and denominator parameters. In 1921 Appell's 
four double hypergeometric functions [3: p. 296(1)] F\, F2. F;i. F4 and its 
seven confluent forms 0] , <p2, 03. n . v-2- Hi, H2 were unified and general-
ized by Kampe de Feriet [4: p. 150(29)]. We recall the definition of general 
double hypergeometric function of Kampe de Feriet in the slightly modified 
notation of Srivastava and Panda (122: p. 423(26)] 
F A:B:D E.G-.H 
{a-A) • (bB);(dD) ; 
M : (9GYAhH) -
• T . y = £ [M}m+n[(bB)]m[(dD)}n :r"'y" 
^=0 [{eE)]m+n[{gG)]m[(h-H)]r, Till /?! 
(1.3.14) 
where for convergence 
(I) A + B < E + G + 1, A + D < E + H + 1 for | x |< oc. | ij |< oc 
or 
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(ii) A + B = E + G + 1. A + D = E + H+l. and 
•'• l17^ + I y \^T)< 1, if A > E. 
max{! .?• | . | y |} < 1. if .4 < E 
Also, we note that 
.-.1:1:1 /-. 
^1:0:0 = ^ 1 
r.0:2:2
 r 
r , .n .n = /*:< 1:0:0 — * i J 0:1:1 
Exton's Double Hypergeometr ic Functions 
F0:1:1 = ^ 2 
rV2:0;0 r 
/ ' n i l — r,{ 
1.3.15) 






(e£-) : [go)- [ni.\i)\ {nN)\ 
,fr0[(^)]2 I+J[(.9f;)],+ ,[('».A/)],[("N)L '!.)! 
1.3.16) 
Making suitable adjustment in the number of numerator and denomina-
tor parameters we obtain Kampe de Fcriet's double hypergeometric function 
given by 
pB.C.D _ n,0:b:C:D 
PG:M:X ~ ''•n-.G-.M-.N (1.3.1; 
15 
Again, in 1984. Ext.on [34(b); p. 113(1.2)] defined a double hypergeometric 
series as 
yA.C.D _ njA:0;C;D 
-E:M:N -E:0;M:N '1.3.18) 
or equivalently 
A £ : G ' ; / 7 
(o.A):(bB):(dD); 
(eE):(gG)\(hH): 
•f.(i = £ [K)]2 m +4MU^)]„ •?•"'//' 
^ 1 0 (^W+^c)] ,„( /? / / ) ]« "»!»! 
(1.3.19) 
which is the generalization and unification of Horn's non-confluent double 
hypergeometric function [44, see also 24: p. 225(16)] and Horn's confluent 
double hypergeometric function [45. see also 24; p. 226(35)]. 
1.4 HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARI-
ABLES 
Lauricella's Functions of n-Variables 
Lauricella [62] further generalized the four Appell functions F\..... F4 
to functions of n-variables and defined his functions as follows (see [120: p. 
60]) 
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FA' W.bi b„:ci c,,:.!^ r„] 
E 
7 7? 1 7 / ) „ = 0 
(fl)777l+...+777„(fcl)77ll • • • ( ^ j m , , -l" 1 ' ' ?"''" 
( c i ) , „ , • . • (c 7 , )„ ,„ ???.,! ' ' •/??.„! 
1.4 
A | + . . . + I .?•„ |< 1: 
,(«) FB [ f l i , . . . , f l„ .6 i , . . . ,6n ;c ; . r 1 , . . . , . r n ] 
£ (o.i)mi .. . (a„)„,ii(6i),„] . . . (b„)„,„ .r"" •'•"'" 
711 ] 7/>„ = 0 y 7711 - . . . + / » , , /??]! •//;.„! 
L.4 
max{| r i | | .7',, |} < 1; 
F^\a,b:c 1 < V -<"l <"r, 
oo (fl-)m, + . . .-Mii„( ' ,)»'i + -.+ni1 , -7:1 -7 
m i l . i = o (ci)„,,...(£„),„„ m!! ' " m„! 
(1.4 
vl-'-i ! + ••• + vl-Ti, l < i : 
F^ia.b,. • • fe„:c:.r, r„] 
= E 
Itl} 777,, = 0 
(»)»TII+.. .+?».„ (^1 ) i i i | • • • {bji)m„ -T] -1"',"' 
(c)n, r...T,„„ '».]! ' ' ///„ 
1.4 
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max{| x\ | | x„ |} < 1: 
clearly, we have, 
F<2) = F2; Fjp = F3; F^2) = F,: F£ 2 ) = F, (1.4.5) 
and 
F™ = F™ = FW = FW = iFl (1.4.G) 
Lauricella [62; p. 114] introduced 14-complete hypergeometric functions 
of three variables and of second order, denoted by the symbols 
F\.F,F3 F u 
of which F\. F-2, F5 and F9 correspond to the three variables Lauricella func-
tion FJ,3). F j? \ F^3) and F ^ defined by (1.4.1) to (1.4.4) with n = 3. The 
remaining ten functions F3, F4. F(j. F7. Fg. F9. FJO F\A of Lauricella's set 
apprently fell into oblivion (except that there is an isolated appearance of 
triple hypergeometric function F» in a paper Mayr[68: p. 265]. Saran [89] 
initiated a systematic study of these ten triple hypergeometric functions of 
Lauricella's set. He denoted his triple hypergeometric function by the symbol 
(see [120. pp. 66-68]) 
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F,,. F,, Fr 
For the purpose of our work, we shall onlv require Fg, Fc;. F A / . FK and 
which are defined as follows 
FE{°<\- » i , " i • 8\ • #2, ft>: 7i • 72- 7.3: •''• y- ~) 
(Q'i)n,+J(+„(/?1)n,(/?2)n+;,.r'"y"2" v-^ V" 1 )m+i>-t-p\Vl JmWJ )n+p • 
m,n.P=o (71)^(12)^(73),, m\ •/?.! />!' 
I .r |< ?-. I ,<y |< .s I ; |< f. r + (s/Ts + \/t)'2 = 1; 
FG(o 1. a , . G). ;3,. 32. 83. 71 • 72- 7-2'- •''• //• -) 
mh=o {~n),»{l2)n+p m\u\p\' 
I x |< ''• I // !< s I c |< t. r + S = 1 = ;• + f: 
FM(nu02,(\2- 3X. 32*8\:~)\.y2-yy.r.y. z) 
n,^=Q ( . " l ) m ( 7 2 ) » + / , m!» / ! />!" 
:r |< /•, j // |< s. \ z \< t, r + t = I = s: 
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( '>l)».(72), .(?3),» /»!??!/>! 
'1.4.10) 
,r |< r. | .// |< ,s. | z |< /. (1 - / ) ( ! - .s) = *: 
FN(au o2 , a3 , /?i. i?2- /?i: 7i- 72- 72; *, 37-
7?I .7J . /J = 0 hi)T,Ay>)„+,, m\-nlp\ 
(1.4.11) 
| .r |< r. | 7/ |< ,s. | e |< t, (1 - ;•)« + (1 - -s)f = 0. 
The General Triple Hypergeometric Series F^[r.i/,z\ 
In 1967, triple hypergeometric function F ( 3 ) of Srivastava [105: p. 428] 
is the unification and generalization of Lauricella's fourteen hypergeometric 
functions of three variables and the additional functions H,\. H^. He was in-
troduced by Srivastava in the form of a general triple hypergeometric series 
F(3)[.r, y, z\ defined as 
F< 3) 
(aA) :: (bB);(dD):(e,:) : (ga):(hH):(lL): 
{TUM) :: {nN);{pp):{qQ) : (rn): ( s s ) ; {tr)\ 
•'•• II- z 
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y [(^)]1+j+4(^)]»+J[(^)L+4(^)]^[(gg)]»-[(^//)L[(^)]^ -'V** 
iJ^o[(mA/)]i+j>fc[(nw)]<+j[(7^)b+*[ff^)]*-+'[(r«)]»[(ss)]j[(^r)]A- •'!;/!*•! 
(1.4.12) 
as usual, (a .4) abbreviates the array of A-parameters a\ a A with similar 
interpretation for (6B), (d/)) et cetera, and 
[MU = fl(aj)m = U ^ ^ d.4.13) 
j = i j = \ l a j 
For the convergence of the series (1.4.12). (see [120; p. 70]) 
Exton's Functions 
In 1972. Exton [28] gave 21 quadruple hvpergeometric functions. Four 
of them in the form of explicit series expansions are given below: 
K\(a. a, a, a; 6, b, b, c;d, e, / . d: r. </, z. t) 
_ v-> {a)m+ii^i>+q{b)m+n+i){c)qr y z. t 
K-i{u- ". fl, o.\ b, 6, 6; c. d. e, / . p: r. y. z. t) 
21 
Kz(a. a, a, a; b. b, c, c; d, e, e. d: :i\ y. z. t) 
y (a.)rn+„+P+q(b)m+T,{c)p+q.rmy"z'>t« ({ ^ ^ 
w..r,.M=o (d)„l+q{e)„+pm\n\p\q\ 
K\o(a, o., a, a; 6,6. c, d; e, / , g. h:.;:, ty. z. t) 
y {a)m+u+P+qlb)m+AcUd)q:c"'y"z''t'' Q 4 r ) 
„,„-=,, (P ) , W ( / ) , . (P )„ (M," ' !«W 
The region of convergence of above quadruple series, may be investigated 
by means of the general theory of convergence given in the book of Exton 
[29; p. 65], 
Pathan's Function 
In 1979. a general quadruple hypergeometric series FF was considered 
by Pathan [75: p. 72(1.2), see also 76; p. 51(1)] in the form 
(4) 
("A) ••: ( & B ) ; ( d D ) ; ( e E ) ; ( . 9 c ; ) : ( / ' / / ) : (A-KO; ( ' " A / ) ' - ( " . v ) : 
./'. / / . Z. U 
[ (a'A,) :: (b'B,)- (d'D,); (e'E,); (cj'c,) : (h'H,); (k>K,): (m',r): (•„'„,): 
_ V^ KaA)}q+r+s+j[{bB)}q+r + s[(dD)}r+s+j[{eE)}s+j+q 
q.r.s.j = 0 Ka.4')J<7 + r-+5+.;[(^B' )\q + '- + s K"D ' ) J r+s+ . j [(<?/.;' )]s+j+q 
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It being understood that | .r |. | y |. | z | and | a | are sufficiently small 
to ensure the convergence of the concerned quadruple series. 
By suitable adjustment of parameters and variables in Fp . we can easily 
find that FP is the unification of triple hypergeometric series F^3) of Sri-
u a u t Q „ a T?vt«n'« (°'p(4) (DP(4) (3)p(4) (0)p(4) (l)p(4) (3)p(4) , . r- ,-
vastava. h,xton s
 ( 1 ) ^ D ' (\)^D (\)LD •• (2)LD • (2)hD • (2)ho • A 2- A n - A i r,. 
Lauricellas / t f \ ^ 4 ) , F^., F{DA). Erdelys 0 ? ' , Chandel's ^ 4 ) . | [ j 4 4 ) . 
(
(i|£j;4) and Humbert's f/44)-
For the definition of the above functions we refer the book of Exton [29] 
and Srivastava and Manocha [120]. 
Generalized Lauricella's Function 
Srivastava and Daoust [116: pp. 454-456. 117: p. 199. 118: pp. 157-158. 
120: pp. 64-65] defined extremely generalized hypergeometric function of /?. 
variables (which is referred to in the literature as the generalized Lauricella 
function of several variables). It is the generalization and unification of Sri-
vastava function [105; p. 428] F ( 3 ) . [107] F<4): Pathan's function [75] F ; (4) 
and [76; p. 56(1)] Fp . Wright's generalized hypergeometric functions 
[39. 133. 134. see also 120]. Karlsson's generalized Kampe de F m e t function 
of v? variable [29]. more extended generalized Kampe de F m e t function of 
/? variables given by Srivastava-Daoust [120. 121. 125: in slightly different 
notations see also 72. 73, 115], etcetra. The generalized Lnuricellas function 
is defined as follows. 
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F, . • 1 : / 3 '
( 1 ) : B < 2 > ; . . . ; # < " > 
[ {(dD):c^.V^....:^):[(e%):6^}: 
[ ( C ) : ^ ) ] ; . . . ; [ ( ^ ) i ) : 0 ( n ) ] ; 
E «( mi ," '2 rnn, , '»1 , ' " 2 '1 z 2 
mi,">.2,...Tnn=0 
where, for convenience 
- [ • - • -
z " 




.n i( f lj)m i 0(o+ m 2 f l(2 
fi(m!, m2, • • •. m„) = -^ -
)
 + ... + n , „0 ( " ) 
fl (^i) .(IK (2 









0 j = l 
1,(2 «("' 
n , r ) B I ^ - n (6j (»h J=I ' m „ <t> (») 
£;(') 
,0h £•<-') , (2) 
£(") 




f)f]: 7 = 1.2 /I; e^*0; j = 1.2.3 . . . . £<*>: l ' ^ : ,/ = 1 .2. . . .D 
8f]; j = l,2,....D{;): of1 j = 1.2 £<*> 
are real and positive and (M*^ ) abbreviates the array of B^ parameters 
b{f] j = 1.2... .B{k): \/k e {1.2 /?} with similar interpretations for 
24 
(Sk)); k- = 1.2,.. . ,77. etc. A detailed discussion of the conditions of con-
vergence of the multiple series occnring in (1.3.20). is given in paper of 
Srivastava-and Daoust [118] 
If the positive constant 0's. </s. 0's and <*>'s are all chosen as unitv. then 
(1.3.20) reduces to the generalized Kampe de Feriet function given by Karls-
son [50] in its more general form. 
pA:B':...:B^n) 
tC:D':...;D<-") 
{a) : [b>) 
(c) : Id') 
£ 
(6 ( n )) : 
(d ( ? , )): 
[ ( a )U + . . . + n , n [ ( f c , ) ]m 1 - - - [ (6 ( " ) )U z?1 
„„ „,„=o l(c)U+...+mn[(d%,l . • • [(d(»)))mn m.x\ • • • m„\ 




tQ:\....,\ ~ tA th0:...:0 = ?B » 
l- i2:U:. . .:U
 r(" rr 
FQ:1:...:\ = FC F l 
Generalized Horn Function ( / , )//, 
1:1:...:1 
1:0:. -:0 = F; 
(") 
'1.4.221 
A generalized Horn's function ^H\"' was introduced by Exton [29: p. 
97] in the form of multiple series : 
( fc )//iB,[aA+1 b„; ci ,c„; r{, 
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- E («) '2mi+... + 2ink.+nil,+ l + . . . + 7 7 J , ,  . . . + 7 , , V ,J,A-H-1 )m i±J_ ^ 7 7 M l , , •' 1 •' ,, 
771 I 717,, = 0 ( ( • ' l ) ) 7 I , • • • ( ( - ' 7 l ) l l l 
! " ,77 I l))\\ 1)1 \ - ' " 7 7 
and the region of convergence is given by [119; p. 267(8)] 
1.4.23) 
{2(0 ' , + . .. + y/n) + rk+x +... + r„ < 1} (1.4.24) 
where1 ; • ] , . . . ,r„ denotes the absolute values of the variables. 
We note the following reducible cases of (1.4.23): 
;>) (1,ffiV.c; 2^1 a a 1 2 '2 + 2 ; C : 4 r 1.4.25) 
where -2F\ is Gauss function defined by (1.2.18) 
( / / • ; 
( i ) t / ( 2 > H\'[a. 6; Ci.co: .r. //] = H4 [a. b: c,. c2. r. 1/] (1.4.26) 
(ui) {l)Hi3)[a,b,d;cuC2.c3;.i\y.z] = H\p) {a.b.d:cuc2.c3; r. tj. z] (1.4.27) 
where H4 is Horn function defined by (1.3.12) and H\ is Horn function of 
three variable defined as [56; p. 85 (1.1)] and [31: p. 113(1.8)]. 
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n.P=o (ci)m(c2)n(c3)p m! /?.! />! ;i.4.28) 
(«0 (2)//i2)[a;c1,c2;x,2/] = F4 o. a 1 2»2 + 2 ; C l , C 2 ' ' 4 y (1.4.29) 
where F4 is Appell function (cf.( 1.3.4)) 
(v) ^ B ) [ a , 6 1 , . . . . 6 n ; c 1 c ; . ^ , . . ..r„] 
- /r(.») F4 ' [a,6i, . . . , 6„: Cj cTI,.?'i, T„] (1.4.30) 
(t'O (fc>^ifc)[fl:ci,....cfc;.T1 .Tfc] 
= F (k) 
an 1 
2 '2 + 2 : C l ^ i ' - " 4 * * (1.4.31; 
where F 4 and F^ are Lauricella's function of n variables defined by (1.4.1) 
and (1.4.3) respectively. 
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Multiple Hypergeometric Series WEQ 
Exton [29; p. 89 (3.4.1)] considered a multiple hypergeometric function 
which follow as generalization of certain of the quadruple functions 
The function is defined as follows: 
{(\)ED V> bi bn:c,c';xx r„] 
_ V ^ ( f l ) in i+ . . .+>7)„(»l ) )» i • • • (bi,)m„ V\ ' • ' '" '" / ,
 4 oo\ 
m, 7n„=0 \C)mi+...+nH{c')mi,.+l+...+mn m l ' - " ' » ' 
The region of convergence of the function (1.4.32) are given in [29; p. 
91-92] 
1.5 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
In addition to the elementary transcendental functions such as e' and 
sinr, an important role is played in the mathematical Physics. Statistics and 
Engineering by the orthogonal polynomials. Examples of these are Legen-
dre. Hermite, Laguerre, Rice polynomials etc. Orthogonal polynomials are 
treated in many excellent books such as Rainville [87] and Lebedev [63]. 
Some of the orthogonal polynomials and their connections with hypergeo-
metric functions used in our work, are given below. 
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Generalized Laguerre Polynomials 
Generalized Laguerre polynomial L^(x) of order a and degree n in x. 
is defined by means of generating relation 






LM(r)-Y WKl + o + n) £ 
"
 { )
- h ( n - w n i + a + k)k\ (lo2) 
For o = 0. equation (1.5.1) reduces to generating function of simple Laguerre 
polynomial 





The hypergeometric form of generalized Laguerre polynomial given in 
Rainville [87; p. 200(1)] is 
L (« ) ( r ) = ( 1 + ^ " 1 F 1 [-/?; 1 + a: x]. Re(a) > - 1 . (1.5.4) 
where the factor (1+"J" is inserted for the sake of convenience only. The 
polynomials (1.5.4) are also called associated Laguerre or Sonine polynomials. 
Jacobi and extended Jacobi (or Fuziwara) polynomials 
The classical Jacobi polynomial P^Q'^(x) of order (a./3) and degree n 
in x, defined (in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric 2^1 function) by [87; p. 
29 
255 (7)] 
e-3>w = ^ i % f^VV, 
n!(l + a + /?)nV 2 
— 77., 
—a 
— a — /?; 
- (5 - 2;7: 
9 
1- .T :i.5.5) 
The Jacobi polynomials P^x J'(.r) are also define in terms of Gauss hy-
pergeometric polynomials [87; p. 254(1)] 
plaj»{x) = il±^2Fl -n.l + a + d + n: 1 + a: 1 -j- ;i.5.6) 
p(Q^)(l)
 = t 1 + Q )" 
77! 
(1.5.7) 
We list below a number of important polynomials which can be expressed 
in terms of Jacobi polynomial for different values of a and S3 
P<!,m(x) = P„(.r) : a = 3 = 0 
(2i/)„ 
Pn H . - * ) , ^ _ !__L .r) = ^ ^ T „ ( . r 
Q • = /? = v 







pi°-n.0-«){x)=gi-*>-<»(. X + 1 X - 1 ; a —> a — n , /?—>/? — n. 
(1.5.12) 
where P„(.r), C^(.r), T„(.r). £/„(.r) and g^0'^' are Legendre. Gegenbauer, 
Tchebicheff polynomial of first and second kind and Lagrange's polynomial 
[26; p. 267, see also 120; p. 85(25)]. Jacobi polynomial is an important 
class of orthogonal polynomial which is the generalization of ultraspherical 
polynomials. 
The Laguerre polynomials are infact-limiting case of Jacobi polynomials 
[38; p. 119(7). see also 120; p. 131(1)] 
L\»(x)= lim ( p ( ^ ) ( l - 2 £ ) } 
Generalized Rice and Related Polynomials 
;i.5.i3) 
Investigation of Rice [88], were continued by Khandekar who, in 1964 
defined the generalized Rice polynomial H^^(£,p,i>) [58; p. 158(2.3)] as 
follows 
H™\t,p,v) = {±^3F2 
-;?. 1 + a + 0 + n,£; 
'i 
1 + Q, p ; 
(1.5.14) 
Re(a) > - 1 , Re(0) > - 1 
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When a• = 0 = 0. the polynomial (1.5.14) would reduce to the ordinary 
Rice polynomial [88; p. 108, see also 114]. 
Hn{£,P,v) = 3^2 
Clearly we note that. 
-n, n + 1 , f; 
1 , P 
(1.5.15) 
P^(x) = Hf fi) £•£• (1 - , :) 
Legendre Polynomial 
(1.5.16) 
When a = /3 = 0 in equation (1.5.6). we get the Legendre polynomials 
P„{.r) given in [87; p. 166(21)] by 
Pn(x) = 2F, —n,n+ 1; 1; 1 -x 1.5.17) 
The Legendre polynomial P„(x) is generated by means of generating 
relation 




When a = /?, the Jacobi polynomials in (1.5.6) reduces to Gegenbauer 
polynomials C"(x). given by 
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C n ( T ) = —TlFi 
— 77. 2V + 77. 




Q + ; 
p{a,a){x) = (l + g)„C„ »(.r) 
(l + 2a)n 
(1.5.20) 




which clearly indicates that it is a generalization of the Legendre polynomial 
such that 
G?(r) = P„(.<r) (1.5.22) 
Lagrange's Polynomials 
The Lagrange polynomials are defined by means of generating function 
[26; p. 267. see also 120; p. 85 (25)] 





g!?Jn(z,y) = (y-x)nPt0-''-/l-n) 
* - y, 
Sister-Celine Polynomials 
In 1947, Sister-Celine (Fasenmyer) constructed a polynomial in terms of 
generalized hypergeometric polynomial which is defined as [36: p. 806(1)] 
(l-OV* 














It is evident, that Sister-Celine polynomials /„(o.,:;&j;.r) are equivalent to 
fn 
01,0-2, • 





-n,n+ l , o , i , . . . , o , p ; 
.7' 
1. 61, . 
1.5.25) 
Her polynomials include as special case Legendre polynomials Pv(l — 2x). 
some special Jacobi polynomials. Rice's Hn(^,p,v), Bateman's Zn(x) and 
Fn(x). Pasternak's F™(x). The simple Bessel polynomials of Krall and Frink 
t/„.(.r) are also included in (1.5.25). 
Bessel Polynomials 
The Bessel polynomials are among the most important cylinder polyno-
mials, with very diverse applications to physics, engineering and mathemat-
ical analysis. In 1949. Krall and Frink [60] initiated serious study of what 
34 
they called Bessel polynomials. 
Exton [35; p. 4(3.1)] has introduced a Bessel polynomial in several vari-
ables. This is defined as follows 
mi 7n„ 
2/m, m„ (l-l, • • • T.n, 0.) = J2 •• Z (° ~ l + m l + • • • + m «) fc i+ . . . + *:,• 
*-,=() /t-„=0 
(-^•••(-^kL-rif^---LTT- ^L 5-2 6) 
If all but one of the variables are suppressed, we recover the Bessel polynomial 
ym(a;x) = 2^o[-'»- a - 1 + m; : -.r] (1.5.27) 
which on replacing x by | . gives us Bessel polynomials 
—.T 
ym(a,b;x) = 2F0[-m,a - 1 + m: ; — ] (1.5.28) 
o 
The Bessel polynomials (1.5.28) were introduced by Krall and Frink [60] 
in connection with solution of the wave equation in the spherical coordinates. 
The multivariable Bessel polynomial «/[,?'•'"',"";^(-Ti -r") ' s defined as 
follows 
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m i in.,, 
AVrm^O-n , • • • ,.rn) = £ . . . £ (1 + /? + aim, + . . . + n„mn)Jkl+...+fc„ 
jfc,=0 * „ = 0 
In (1.5.29), we set a,- = l ( j = 1. 2 ??.) and {3 = a — 2. we shall readily 
obtain Exton's Bessel polynomial (1.5.26) 
Srivastava-Panda Polynomials 
The Srivastava-Panda polynomials are defined by means of hypergeo-
nietric representation [123; p. 471(4.2)]. 
/ A( r , -m) , A(r,A + m). > p ) . \ 
jixHr:n(ap)-(bq))=P+2rFq\ 
V (6,)- / 
(1.5.30) 
where (r, m) E N x N and o,:, z = 1 /) and 6j, j ; = 1 q. are complex 
parameters independent of m and .r. The notation A(m;p) denotes the array 
of m-parameters gives b y ^ ^ ' J ^ . 
1.6 GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
The name 'generating function' was introduced by Laplace in 1812. Since 
then the theory of generating functions has been developed into various di-
36 
rections and found wide applications in various branches of science and tech-
nology. A generating function may be used to define a set of functions, to 
determine a differential recurrence relation or a pure recurrence relation, to 
evaluate certain integrals, et cetera. 
Linear Generating Functions 
Consider a two-variable function F(.r,t) which possesses a formal (not 
necessarily convergent for t ^ 0) power series expansions in / such that 
»i=0 
where each member of the coefficient set {fn{x)}%Lo is independent of t. Then 
the expansion (1.6.1) of F(x, t.) is said to have generated the set {/„(:/')} and 
F(r,t) is called linear generating function (or. simply, generating function) 
for the set {/„ (.?:)}. 
This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating function 
of the type: 
G(xJ) = JTC„gn(x)tn, (1.6.2) 
n=0 
where the sequence {Cn}^L0 may contain the parameters of the set g„(r). 
but is independent of r and t. 
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A set of functions may have more than one generating function. How-
oo 
ever, ii G(xJ) = £ h.n(x)tn then G{x.t) is the unique generator for the set 
ra=0 
{/?.„(.?-)} as the coefficient set. 
We now, extend our definition of a generating function to include func-
tions which posses Laurent series expansions. Thus, if the set {/„(?)} is 
defined for n — 0, ±1, ± 2 , . . . the definition (1.6.2) may be extended in terms 
of Laurent series expansion: 
F'(x,t)= Y. lnfn(r)t'\ (1.6.3) 
l} = — OC 
where the sequence {l^^L-x ^ independent of x and t. 
Bilinear and Bilateral Generating Functions 
If a three-variable function F(x, y, t) possesses a formal power series ex-
pansions in t such that 
DO 
n ^ y , * ) = E->»/n(.T)/»(l/)*", (1-6.4) 
H=0 
where the sequence {7„} is independent of x, y and t, then F(x, y. t) is called 
a bilinear generating function for the set {/„(.r)}. 
Now suppose that a three-variable function H(x, y, t) has a formal power 
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series expansion in t such that 
oo 
H(x.y,t) = Y,t>Mr)9n(y)tn, (1.6.5) 
71=0 
where the sequence {/).„} is independent of x. y and t. and the sets of functions 
{/n(.r)}^=0 and {gn{i')}™=o a r e different then Hn(x,y,t) is called a bilateral 
generating function for the set {/T,(r)} or {g„(r)}-
The above definition of a bilateral generating function, used earlier by 
Rainville [87] and McBride [70] may be extended to include bilateral gener-
ating functions of the type: 
DC 
H(x,y.t) = £ -ynfa(T,)(.T)9s{n)(y)tn. (1-6.6) 
i i = 0 
where the sequence {7„} is independent of r.y and t. the sets of functions 
{/"(•r)}£=o a n d {^n(-r)}^=o a r e different, and a(n) and (3(n) are functions of 
n which are not necessarily equal. 
Multivariate, Multiple, Multilinear and Multilateral Generating 
Functions 
Let G{xux2)...,.?:,.; t) is a function of (r + 1) variables, which has a 
formal expansion in power of t such that 
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G(xux2,. .. ,.r r;/) = Y. Cngn(xuX2, • • ..r.r)t". (1.6.7) 
where the sequence {C„} is independent of the variables .11,7:2,... ,xr and 
t. Then we shall say that G(.ri,r2. rr:t) is a mnltivariable generating 
function for the set {gn{^\-^2, • • • • -7v)}^ Lo corresponding to the nonzero co-
efficients Cn. 
A natural extension of the mnltivariable generating function (1.6.7) is a 
multiple generating function which may be defined formally by 
^(.TI,.T2 , . . . , . r r ;^ .^ 2 *r) 
00 
= J2 C{nu... ,77T)r77.!... .,nr{xx xT)qitn22 . . . t]'-. (1.6.8) 
TJ 1 n r = 0 
where multiple sequence {C(??i, n> /?,.)} is independent of the variables 
•Ti,r2, 'V and ti,t2, tT-
Further extension of the generating function (1.6.7) and (1.6.8) in terms 
of the Laurent series expansions are 
00 
G*(xllx2,...,xr;t) = Y, C„gn(xux2, rr)t". (1.6.9) 
l l = — OC 
and 
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</'*(^'l,- '-2 Tr:tiJ.2 tr) 
oo 
= £ C(nu ..., n r)r771 . . . . , nr(xu..., xr)t^t? .. . t? (1.6.10) 
77-1 , . . . , n r = —OO 
respect ively. 
It is not difficult to extend the definitions of bilinear and bilateral gen-
erating functions to include multivariable generating function as 
J{-r\,*2 r.r:yi.y2,...,yr;t) 
oo 





= Yl /?«/a(7,)(-ri..r2 rr)ga{n)(yi.y2... .,ys)t". (1.6.12) 
77=0 
respectively. 
A multivariable generating function G(x\,.r-2, xr; t). given by (1.6.7) 
is said to be multilinear generating function if 
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.9„( . r i , .T 2 , . . • ,.1'r) = /a ,(n)(^l) /Q2(n)(-- ' -2) • • • / a , . ( r , ) ( ' r ) - ( 1 .6 .13 ) 
where ai(„)a2(„).. -ctr{n) a r e functions of /? which are not necessarily ecjual. 
More generally, if the functions occuring on the right-hand side of (1.6.13) 
are all different, the multivariable generating function (1.6.7) will be called 
a multilateral generating function. 
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CHAPTER 2 
NEW CLASS OF 
GENERATING 
FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED 
WITH SISTER CELINE 
POLYNOMIALS 
C H A P T E R 2 
A NEW CLASS OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
ASSOCIATED WITH SISTER CELINE 
POLYNOMIALS 
2.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The interesting problem of the pure recurrence relations for hypergeo-
metric polynomials received probably its first systematic attack at the hand 
of Sister Mary Celine Fasenmyer in a Michigan in 1945. She introduced the 
tool in her study of a certain class of hypergeometric polynomials [36]. Fasen-
myer [37] illustrated her technique by obtaining pure recurrence relations for 
Bateman's Z„(t) and for one her own sets of polynomials [87. p.290]. Later 
on, in 1947. Sister-Celine constructed a polynomial in terms of generalised 
hypergeometric polynomial fn{a,:bj\x) (G.H.P) which is defined by (1.5.24) 
and (1.5.25) as follows 
(i-TV, 




« i .o .2 , o.„; 
6i-62 , bq: 
t" (2.1.1) 
61,62, ,6 , ; 
It is evident that Sister-Celine polynomials fn(o-i;bj\.r) are equivalent to 
/» 
0-1.0.2 , o . „ ; 
6i,62 ,6„; 
;>+2*> Fa+2 
-n,n + l,o.!, fl2, o,,; 
l , l /2,6i ,62 6,: 
(2.1.2) 
where n is a non negative integer, we list below a number of special cases 
of the generalized hypergeometric polynomial fn(a-ubj;x). Her polynomials 
include as special cases Legendre polynomials P„(l — 2.-?:). some special Ja-
cobi polynomials, Rice's Hn(e,p,v). Bateman's Zn(x) and F„(x). Pasternak's 
F™{x), which is the generalization of Bateman's Fn(r). The simple Bessel 
polynomials of Krall and Frink yn(x) are also included in (2.1.2). Note that 
(a) /„(£; ;.r) = P n ( l -2 . r ) (Legendre). (2.1.3) 
(b) / n ( l : ;.r) = j^-Pt^ (1 - 2x) (Jacobi) (2.1.4) 
(c) / n ( l ; £;&;*) = ^P^l-b\l-2x) (Jacobi) (2.1.5) 
(d) fn(i\bP\v) = Hn(S,p,v) [88]. (2.1.6) 
(e) fn(i\1?\l;l) = Fn(z) [7]. (2.1.7) 
(f) fn(L;l;t) = Zn(t) [8] (2.1.8) 
(g) fn(i\s±%±1;m+l-l) = F?(z) [74]. (2.1.9) 
The two major parts of Sister Celine's work are the technique for obtain-
ing pure recurrence relations and her extension of Rainvilles work on con-
tiguous function relations to certain terminating
 pFq's for which p > q + 1. 
She also obtained a few results of interest for some of the simpler of her 
polynomials. 
The principal object of this chapter is to prove a general theorem on 
generating relation for a certain sequence of functions. Many formulas in-
volving the families of generating functions for generalized hypergeometric 
polynomials are shown here to be special cases of a general class of generating 
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functions involving generalized hypergeometric polynomials and multiple hy-
pergeometric series of several variables. The aim of this chapter is to present 
a unified study of Sister Celine polynomials and to establish two general the-
orems involving multiple series identities associated with generating relation. 
The generalizations of the theorem are also included in this chapter by ad-
justing some parameters. In section 2.1 of the present chapter, we obtain 
generalization of Sister Celine polynomial into two variables hypergeometric 
polynomials in the form 
5> 
,v=o 
A + 2.D-G 
B + 2.E-H 
-NA + N,(oA):(dD);(gG): 
1. 1/2, ( 6 B ) : ( e E ) ; (/».„); 
Zi.Z2 ,N 
^(l-ty'F A:D:G B:E:H 
~
 F2:D-G 
(aA) : (dD);(gG)\ 
. (bEi) • (eE);(hH); 
-N,l + N:(dD)-(gGY, 











( i - 0 2 (2.1.11; 
We shall give a rather simple proof of the multiple series identities as-
sociated with generating relations of the type of above generalizations of the 
Sister-Celine's polynomials. Our main result of section 2 provides a novel 






 > n 0 : l ; 5 + 2;0 
:\.C + N,(aA); 
c c+i (be): 
LN 
C 1 , (a.A) ; C- 1; 
- t Z - f 
. u , , , . C C±l 
( 1 - t ) 2 ' ( 1 - 0 
2. 2s(M."—; 
(2.1.12) 
Last section of the present chapter include some special cases, that is. 
main result can be applied to derive a large number of known and unknown 
generating functions involving hypergeometric function of Kampe de Feriet. 
Srivastava. Exton, Srivastava-Daoust and others. 
2.2 MULTIPLE SERIES IDENTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH GEN-
ERATING RELATIONS 
Theorem 1: Let {S(Ki, AT2, ....A',,,)} be a bounded multiple sequence of ar-
bitrary complex numbers. VA'r G {0.1,2,3 }, r = 1.2 m : 
Z\. Z2, Zm are complex variables. Ix, I2 , /„, be arbitrary non-negative 
integers then 
g ' j H V ) / ( C + ; V ) / S(KUK2 Km) Z f ' - . Z * " fN 
N=0 Ki.K-2 K m = 0 (?)/ ( ^ ) / (A-,)!....(A'n,)! 
d-trc E 
Ki,Kt....Km. N=0 
(/)! S{Ki.K2, Km)(C)2I+N (C-1)N 
(C)2I(C)I+N N\ 
z?1 z^r ( -4* V / -t 
{Kx)\ (A,,,)! \(l-t) 1 -t. (2.2.11 
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where for the sake of brevity / = J2J=i IjKj provided that each multiple 
series involved converges absolutely. 
Theorem 1 is further generalized by adjusting some parameters and is 
given in the following form. 
Theorem 2: Let {S(K\,K2, Km)} be a bounded multiple sequence of ar-
bitrary complex varibles, VA', G {0.1,2,3 }, r = 1,2, ...m; 
Zi, 2-2, ••Zm are complex variables: / j , I2 lm. P , Q and R are arbitrary 
non-negative integers, denominator parameters are neither zero nor-negative 
integers then any loss of convergence, we have 




(Kx)\ (A'm)! , 
LN 
Ki.K-2 K„,=0 




" 1 + PL C + (P + R)I ; 
2^1 t (2.2.2) 
C + PI : 
Proof of theorem 1 : In order to derive a class of generating relations 
of generalized Sister-Celine hypergeometric polynomials, we replace N by 
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TV + I\ A'i + I2K-2 + •••• + ImKm in L.H.S of the theorem 1 and use the lemma 
[120: p. 102 (17)], 
oo i n . i K i +1712^2-I rm,-K,• <n 
Z £ (Kl,K2,---,Kr:n) 
n=0 A'i,/C2, •••.A',=0 
oc oo 
= £ E (tfi, AT2, • • •. A;.; ;7 + m ^ , + • • • + 777,.Ar) (2.2.3) 
« = 0 fC,,fC2 . - ,K r=0 
to get 
L = E 2- (l)W) 5(Al'/V2 K" A'=0 /Yi.A^, tfm=0 
7 A ' l 7A',,, 
^ 1 • - ^ 1 1 1 , / V + l (2.2.4) 
(#i)L..(tfm)! 
In view of the application of the following results (1.2.11) and (1.2.8) 
( -1 )* /V' 
WM+N = (A)M(^ + M)TV a n d Gauss multiplication theorem (1.2.12) 
(A)mn = mmn n j = 1 f A + J ; M , 77, = 0.1. 2, 
and on simplification, we get 
r V V (A: + /)!(C + 2/)N 
N=O ic,«:ai...,/<-m=o t c " (G +y)A' " l 
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{Kx)\ (Km)\ [-Atyt 
I4N 
°° (IV 
L=l E 7^5(A-,.A'2. 
KLK-2 Km=0 V u i / 
Km) Z? (Ki)\....{h'm 
7l<„, 
~ (1 + I)N(C + 2I)N fN 
N=0 (C + I)NN\ 
Ki.I<2....,Km=0 ^ '' 
{I)
-s(h\.K2 y:;-;mj-4f); (Ki)\....(Km)\ 
F, 2-^1 
(C + 27), (1 + 7) 
(2.2.5) 
(C + 7 ) : 
By the application of Euler"s first linear transformation [87; p. 60 (4)] 
a , b ; 
( c ) ; 
in (2.2.5). we get 
= (1 - . r ) ' a F 
a , c — b; 
( c ) ; 
1-.T (2.2.6) 
L= E ^ ( A V ^ . . . . A ^ )
 /tx;--;;mx,(-^)^ 
Kri,Ar2,...,A'm=0 ( ^ " (7^)!....(7vm)! 
1 - f -C-27 Fl 
C + 27 , C- 1 ; 
C + 7; 
1 - / (2.2.7) 
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Now writing 2 ^ in power series and adjusting the Pochhanimer symbol, 
we get required R.H.S of theorem 1. 
Proof of theorem 2 : If we apply the same technique in the L.H.S of the 
theorem 2, as we apply in the proof of theorem 1. that is we replace N by 
N + /iA'i + I2K2 H h ImKm, in the L.H.S of the theorem 2 and use the 
following lemma [120; p. 102 (17)]. 
00 miK\+in.2l<2-{ hmrKr<r> 
£ £ (KuK2,---,Kr:n) 
n=0 Ki,K2,-,Kr=0 
00 00 
= £ £ (A-l5 A-2, • • •. A'r; n + m.xKx + ••• + mTKr). (2.2.8) 
71=0 Kl,K2,-,Kr=0 
to get 
, ^ f . (-N-PI)PI(Q)W(C + N + PI)RI 
L=L 2^ 77^ S ( A , . A 2 . - - , A m ) 
iV=0/<' 1 .A' 2 . - .A'm=0 \u)QI 
yl<\ yKm 
(A'O! (Am)! l ' - ; 
where / = IXKX + I2K2 + • • • + ImKm. 
In view of the application of the following results (1.2.11) and (1.2.8) 
and Gauss multiplication theorem (1.2.12), we get 
~ (-1)P/(7V + PI)\(Q)W(C + {P + R)I)N (P + RYP+R)I 
N.KX.I<2- -Km=0 N\(D)QI(C + PI)N (P)''' 
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(-£-\ (C±l) ...(C+{P+R)-l\ 
\P+R.) I\P+R.)I \ P+R ) , 
On simplification, we get 
S(K\.K2,--Km) 









(p+^ + ^(^) / (^) f - - - ( g ± i g^ i ) , 
l + P / , C + {P + R)I-
iFi 
C + PI ; 
which complete the proof of the theorem 2. 
;2.2.11) 
2.3 SPECIAL CASES 
The theorems 1 and 2 offer many special cases of potential interests. 
Few are given in this section 
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(i) Setting I\ = l-j = • ••• = Im = 1 and the hounded sequence 





 m j _
 [(6fl)]xI+....+/fB.[(e'£)]icI....[(e^)]/fB, 
in (2.2.1), we get a resulting power series in hypergeometric form as follows 
Y.F 
N=0 
A + 2:D1;....\Dr, 
B + 2 : E\\....; E„ 
-N.C + NJ(aA):(dDi);...-(d™J-
c c±\ 
2 • 2 ' 
(bB):(eEl);....;(e%m); 
Z\, Z2, ...Z„ LN 
-(}-t\-cP A + 2:Dl;....;Dm:l ( [C:2 .2 2,1][1: 1.1 1. 0], [(aA) : 1.1. 
[
 ' B + 2:El-....:Em:0 \[C:2,2 2,0][C:1.1 1,0], [(bB) : 1.1. 
l , . . , l , 0 ] : [ (d , D l ) : l ] ; . . . ; [ ( dS m ) : l ] ; [ (C- l ) : l ] ; 
l . . . , l , 0 l : [ ( e ' B l ) : l ] ; . . . . ; [ ( C ^) : l ] ; : 
\ 
-\tZ\ -4/.Zm -t 
(i-o2----' ( i - ' ) 2 ' ( i - O 
(2.3.1 
/ 
(ii) Setting m = 1 i.e. Z2, Z3, ...Zm = 0 . C = 1. A = Ei = 0 and Zj = Z. 
we get, a generating relation for Sister-Celine polynomials ,4+2Fe+2[87; p.290(1. 2)] 
Z2 .4+2^6+2 
/v=o 
-J^ TV + l . M ; 
1 } , ( M ; 











= ( i - 0 - c « 1 : M + 1:1 
•N,C + N.(aA); 
C C±l 
2 ' 2 ' ( ^ ) ; 
*iV 
0: l ;B + 2;0 
C 1 . (o,4) : C - 1; 
C : £ CdLl 2 • 2 -(M-.—• 
-tZ -I 
( i - O 2 ' ( 1 - 0 
(2.3.3) 
If we put C = 1 in (2.1.12) then after some simplification, we get (2.3.2) 
which is a generating relation of Sister-Celine polynomials. 
(iv) Setting m = 2 , I\ = h = 1 • C = \ and the bounded sequence is 
S(KUK2) = 
in (2.2.1). we get(2.1.10) 
[(Mtfi+to [(eE)}iu [(hH)]K2 
T.F 
N=0 
A + 2:D;G 
B + 2.E-H 
= (l-t)-'F A:D;G B:E:H 
-NA + N.(aA):(dD);(gG): 
l . l / 2 , ( 6 B ) : ( e £ ) : ( M ; 
M:(dD):(gG): 
- 4 t Z i -AtZ-> 
(1_ , )2- ( i_ , )2 
Zi, Z-2 ,Af 
(2.3.4) 
(bB):(eE):(h.H): 





-NA + N:(dD);(gG); 
1, 1/2 : (e £ ) : (/>„); 










-41 Z-> (2.3.5) 
(vi) If m. — 3, A = 2^ = -^ 3 = 1, C — 1 and the bounded sequence 
S(Kl,K2,K3) = [(<
lA)]Ki+K2 + K3[(dD)]l<i + K2[(9G)]K2 + K3[^L)}K3 + Ki 
[(^e)]/Ci+/\2 + / \ 3 [ ( e £ ) ] / \ i + / ^ [ ( ^ / / ) ] K 2 + /v;[('? 'A/)]/<3 + A', 
[(9Q)]JCIKSS)]K3[QV)]A-3 
[(^fl)]/fi[(Ml/)]if2[(w'H-)]ft-3 
in (2.2.1), we get 
£F(3> 
N=0 
-N, 1 + TV, M :: (dD); (<?G); (/L) : (qQ); (ss); (r,,): 
J, 1, (6B) - (es); (/»•//); (mw) : (rfi); (ui/); (u-uO; 
^ 1 , ^ 2 , ^ 3 /-V 
= ( l - f ) - 'F ( 3 ) 
(aA) :: ( d D ) ; ( p G ) : ( / L ) : (qQ); (ss) ; ( ? y ) 
. ( M " ( e s ) ; (/»•//): {mM) : ( r f i ) ; ( u j ; ) ; (i t 'vr) 
-4fZi -4fZo -4>Z3 
(1-f ) 2 ' ( I " ' ) 2 - ( I - ' ) 2 
(2.3.6) 
(vii) Setting m = 3, I\ = h = 1. /3 = 0, C = 1 and the bounded sequence is 
taken as same as we have used in result (vi) in (2.2.1), we get 
£F<3> 
w=o 
(aA) :: -TV, 1 + N, (dD): (gG); (lL) : (qQ); (ss): (vv): 
(bB) :: 5, 1, {eE)\ (/>//); ( m A / ) : (?•/?); ( « [ / ) ; («•»-): 
^ 1 , ^ 2 , ^ 3 »Af 
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= (1-0_1F(3) 
{aA) :: (dD); (pG): {lL) : (qQ); (s s); (iv); 
(*B) - (ee); (/»•//): (mM) : (rR); (uu); ( % ) ; 
- 4 t Z i -4<Z-? 7 
( l - O 2 ' ( i -< ) 2 ' 3 
(2.3.7) 
(viii) Recall the generating function for Srivastava-Panda polynomials [16; 
p. 110 (12)] 
E°° (A)m jp 
m=0 m! 
- m , K); 
.r (M; 





which, one can also deduced from (2.3.1). For some polynomial families 
which are expressed by Srivastava-Panda polynomials are generalized Bessel 
polynomials, Jacobi , Gegenbauer. Legendre, Tchebycheff. Bateman, Rice, 
generalized Rice and Srivastava-Pathan polynomials [see. 16; p. 118-119]. 
For different values of m, I1.I2.h---- and bounded sequence S(K\, K2, •-••), 
we can derive a number of known and unknown generating relations involv-
ing generalized hypergeometric polynomials and Kampe de Feriet function of 
two variables. Srivastava function F ^ and its special cases. Exton's double 





THE PRODUCT OF 
JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
C H A P T E R 3 
CERTAIN GENERATING FUNCTION INVOLVING 
THE PRODUCT OF JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
3.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In the usual notation, let 
tf'M-Ef"!")^. (3.1.1) 
denote the Laguerre polynomial of order a and degree n in its arguments x 
defined by (1.5.2). 
In recent years, several formulae have been given which express the prod-
uct of two Laguerre polynomials as a sum of involving these polynomials. In 
1936, Bailey [5] give a result which is associated with polynomial with the 
same order and exponent, but different argument is 
L
"
 ( T , L
"
 {y> »)!
 r t j r !r( l + o + r) [ ' 
A formula involving two Laguerre polynomials with the same arguments and 
exponent but with different order, obtained by Howell and Erdelyi in (1937), 
is 
,
 {) = r ( l + , + m)r ( l + tt + n) 
I (1 + a + m + n) 
min(m,n) / . 0 -M 
/ , ~77 777 Mr/i , 1 \X ^m+Ti.-2r(-r) (3.1.3) 
r=o r ' ( m ~ r ) ' ( " — r ) ! i ( l + a + r) 
Watson [129] has obtained a formula for the product of two Laguerre 
polynomials with the same arguments and exponents but with different or-
der as 
2min(m,n) 
il°W)W= E CrlSh.rix) (3.1.4) 
7 = 0 
where the coefficient CT are given in term of a series 3F2(1), and Erdelyi 
[23], has shown how equivalent formula can be obtained from (3.1.2) and his 
relation 








 r t-0r!r(l + Q + n + r ) L " + ' l 7 ) - [±L 
The more general problem of obtaining the expression 
miH t-m„ 
j f t W ) • • • ifc^A'n-r) = E Cr^a )(.r) (3.1.6) 
7=0 
has been completely solved by Erdelyi, who showed that the coefficient Cr 
can be expressed either as a Lauricella's hypergeometric function FA of (n+1) 
variables, or as n-ple sum. In the case of product of two polynomials, the 
coefficient Cr is thus expressed as a double series, but. it is not at all easy to 
express it as a simple sum. 
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Bailey [6], give some further expansions for the product of two Laguerre 
polynomials in which the exponents are different but polynomials have equal 
order is 
L ( . ) ( X ) L ? ) ( , ) = r ( l + a + n)r(l+/i + n) 
A (-l)V^+r)(.r) 
^r{l+a + r)T(l + l3 + r){n-r)\ [ ' ' j 
Recently Pathan and Kamarujjama [79] introduced a generating relation 
involving the product, of three Laguerre polynomials in the following form 
exp —).r {i + u)a(i + vy i — 
U J \ (/ 
= £ £ « m ^ ^ ) + r ) ( ^ ^ : r " ' ' ( - r ) L ^ - ' - ) ( . r ) ( - u O ' ' (3.1.8) 
n =—oo n=n).* 
where m* = max(0, —m), so that all factorials of negative integers have 
meaning. Equation (3.1.8) is infact a generalization of a number of results 
due to Feldheim [38]. 
The object, of present, chapter is to derive a general expansion for the 
product of Jacobi polynomial which give a special cases involving Jacobi. La-
guerre and Lagrange's polynomials. Lauricella, Appell and generalized Gauss 
function. The results extended in Pathan and Kamarujjama [79], Exton's 
generating function [33] and Feldheim expansion [38]. Our work is moti-
vated by a number of results of Feldheim [38] on Laguerre polynomials. 
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In section 3.1, we have a brief introduction on the product of Laguerre 
polynomials with different arguments, order and exponents as a result ob-
tained different, result of Bailey, Howell, Erdelyi and Watson. Section 3.2 
deals with general expansion associated with product of Jacobi polynomial 
which gives as special cases involving Jacobi and Laguerre polynomials, Lau-
ricellas. Appell and generalized Gauss function. Section 6.3 shows, how the 
main result (3.2.4) can be applied to obtained a number of known and un-
known generating relation of Pathan and Kamarujjama [79]. Feldheim [38] 
and Exton [33]. 
3.2 GENERATING RELATION FOR THE PRODUCT OF JA-
COBI POLYNOMIALS 
In this chapter we derive a generating relation involving the product of 
three Jacobi polynomials which generalize many known results of Pathan 
and Kamarujjama [79], Feldheim [38] and Exton [33]. Feldheim considered 
a generating function [38; p. 120 (12)]. 
00
 tn 1 1 
T" : P(a,/?~n)(.T) = ern(-(l + r)t) 
h r(l + n + a) n [ ' T(l + a) P[2[ + ' ' 
-0 ; 
iFi J(l-T)* 
1 + a : 
(3.2.1] 
where P},a^ is Jacobi polynomial defined by (1.5.6). To obtain our main 
result, consider the product 
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S(u,v.w) = exp[(u + v-^-)^(l+x)]lF1[-0l;l + Q,^(l-.r)u] 
•iF^-fc 1 + <*2; hi - x)v] • ,F,[-/?3; 1 + a3; J ( l - r ) — ] (3.2.2) 
Now expanding the right hand member of (3.2.2) as a multiple series with 
the help of (3.2.1), we get 
oo oo oo p(a\,Pi-s)(r\p(<*2,fa-k)/ \p(a3,p3-r)( \ 
V
 • ' '
 sr0fror=o (l + « i ) s ( l+a 2 ) f c ( l + a3) r 
(3.2.3) 
Replacing s — r and /r + r by m and ?? respectively and after rearrangement 
justified by the absolute convergence of the above series, it follows that 
oo 
( Q l , j 3 i - ( m + r ) ) , \ 
m=—oo n=m* r=0 
p^-("-'-))( . r)P r(a3,A-r)( ; r )(_w ; )r 
(3.2.4) (1 + a i ) m + r ( l + Q2)„-r(l + «3)r 
where m* = max(0, — m), so that all factorials of negative integers have 
meaning. 
3.3 SPECIAL CASES 
Equation (3.2.4) gives many generating functions for well known poly-
nomials. We are presenting some interesting special cases here 
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(i) Setting x = 1 and using the result (1.5.7) 
(3.3.1; 
we obtain a modified result, of Exton [33: p. 147 (3)] due to Pathan and 





V(u + v ) = £ £ —— ^[-n-A + m-.w] (3.3.2) 
m = — o o 77=777. . 777! 77! 
(ii) Setting x = —1 in equation (3.2.4), we get 
]F1[-/?1 ; l + a1;u]iFi[-/?2;l + a2;?']iF1[-/?3;l + a3; wv, 
u 
oo oo 
- £ T. «"•<>" (-0lU(-02)„ 
777.= — OO 77=777 
• 4 F 4 
77?! 77.! ( l + a i ) r o ( l + 0-2)7, 
-77., -03, -01 + 777, - a 2 + 77 ; 
1 + 777, 1 + 02 — 77., 1 + ax + 777, 1 + Q3 ; 
(3.3.3) 
(iii) On replacing u, v and it; by '(i_t, . u-t, and "i_.o respectively in 
2 2 2 
(3.2.4) and using the following results (1.5.13) 
L?)(T) = lim \p^(l-2^)} (3.3.4) 
and [120; p. 37 (4)] 
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lim ( £ £ } = «-, (3.3.5) 
M-oo [ (Q)B J 
equation (3.2.4) reduces to the main result of Pathan and Kamarujjama 
(3.1.8). 
(iv) In view of the relation [120: p. 441 (16)] 
Pi-^-H*) = gir^i-^-^Y (3-3.6) 
equation (3.2.4) yields an interesting result 
wv 1 1 1 
exp [(u+v) -)-(l+.r)]1F1[-/31: l + a i ; -(l-x)u]lF1[-P2: 1 + Q 2 ; ~(1-X)V] 
u I I I 
r-, r ~ 1 , ,'WV-, 
•ifi-Ar.l + aa;;: 1 - * — 
oo oo 3c ^ l - a i - T n ' - r . - Z J i J ^ x i i _ . r - l 
2 ' 2 
l - Q l - m - r . - p ! ; / _ x ± i _ T - 1 \ 
= E £ um"" E ^ — ( — T ^ — 
m=-oo n=m* r=0 U + a l ) m + r 
^ - a , - » - r . - f t ) ( _ ^ l i _ I f l ) . g ( - a 3 - r . - f l , ) ( _ a ± l i _ g f l ) ( _ u , ) r 
(1 + Q'2),7_,.(1 + Q3)7. 
where p^*'^' is Lagrange's polynomial define by (1.5.23) 
(3.3.7) 
(v) On replacing u,v and w by ut. vt. and tttf respectively, midtiplying both 
side by e~'f7-1 in equation (3.2.4) and then taking Laplace transform, we get 
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7 p(3) 7, -0i, -02, -/?3:1 + « i . 1 + o 2 ,1 + Q3: 
(1 - . r )w 
(1 — .r)?> (1 — .?:)li'?> 
22 ' 1UZ 
oo oo 
,=^oo n=^« r^Q ( l + O l ) m + r ( l + tt2)n_r(H-a3)r 
P£lfl-(m+r)\x) P^f2-{n-r)\x)P^-r\x)(-iuY (3.3.8) 
where z = { ( ^ — w — ?M ( ^ ) + 1} and F^ is Lauricella function defined 
by (1.4.1) 
F(4][a, bu • • •, 6„: c l t • • •. c„; xx. • • •, .r„] 
v ^ ( f l )mi+-+i?) n (^)mi + -+(bn)n .„ _ ^ l " 1 _ 
mi~Z.n=o (ci)m,---(c)m n m,! 
| * i I + + \*-n |< 1 
m„! 
(vi) If we set, w = 0, equation (3.2.4) becomes 
exp[(u + r ) ^ ( l + T ) ] 1 F 1 [ - A ; l + a 1 ; ^ ( l - . r H - 1 F 1 [ - / ? 2 ; l + a 2 ; ^ ( l - . r ) 7 . ] 
oc oo 
= £ £ 7TT7rT7TT7rrp'' (Q,' / , ,"m,(-T)P»a2A"n,(-r) (3-3-9) 
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(vii) For x = 0, equation (3.3.9) reduces to 
exp [±(u + v)]1Fl[-0l:l + o i ; ^] xFx[-02- 1 + a2 ; '-} 
°° °° u
mv" 
= E £ 
777.= —DO 71=771. £-;. m! 7i! 
2^1 
2^1 
-777, 1 + Qi + / ? ! , ; 
1 + Q-i : 
-n. l + a2 + fa, ; 
1 + Q 2 ; 
(3.3.10) 
(viii) On replacing u and v respectively by ut and vt, multiplying both sides 
by e~' T17-1, and then taking Laplace transform, in equations (3.3.3) and 
(3.3.10), we get 
p(3) wv 7 , - /9 i , - / 3 2 , - / ?3 ; l +ai,l + <*2,1 + a3;it,?>, 
it 
= E E oo umv„ (-0l)m(-02)n "(7)r 
7T? = — 0 0 71=777* 
•,K 5^4 
m ! » ! (l + Q1),n(l + a 2 ) / ' ^ + " 
-77,, -0X + 777., - / ? 3 , - Q 2 - 71, 1 + 777. + 11 ; 




d-i-i)-^ 1,-3i,-02\l + ai,l + a2;-, -
oo ^m^n 
= H H zjz\^m+i'' 2Fi 
1T1= —OO 71=771. . 777.! 77.! 
-777. 1 + Q] + 0X 
1 + Q l 
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2^1 
—n, 1 + a2 + 02 





where F% is Appell function of two variables is defined by (1.3.2) 
P r
 h W > 1 V (">"+" (b)m(b')n xm if 









SOME MULTIVARIABLE BILATERAL 
GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING JACOBI 
POLYNOMIALS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we prove a general theorem on generating" relation for 
a certain seqeunce of functions. Many formulas involving the families of 
generating functions for the Jacobi and the so called extended Jacobi (or 
Fujiwara) polynomials given by Manocha and Sharma [67]. Manocha [66]. 
Sharma [96], Sharma and Mittal [97], Srivastava [111, 113]. Pittaluga, Sac-
ripante and Srivastava [83] are shown here to be special cases of a general 
class of a generating function involving Jacobi (or Fujiwara) polynomials 
and multiple hypergeometric series of several variables. It is then shown 
how the main result can be applied to derive a large number of generating 
functions involving hypergeometric functions of Appell. Lauricella, Kampe 
de Feriet, Srivastava, Pathan, Exton, Chandel, Khichi, Karlsson, Chandel-
Gupta, Pandey, Dhawan and other multiple Gaussian hypergeometric func-
tions scatterred in the literature of special functions. In section 4.2, we give 
some standard and basic results on Jacobi and extended Jacobi polynomials, 
a generating function given by Manocha [67; p. 105 (1.4), see also 111; p.122 
(71) ] and a lemma. In section 4.3. a general multiple series identity is given. 
The main result of this section offer many interesting special cases. Few are 
given in section 4.4. for different values of parameters, variables and multiple 
bounded sequence, we can derive a number of known and unknown generat-
ing relations involving Jacobi polynomials and Kampe de Feriet functions of 
two variables, Srivastava functions and its special cases , Exton functions and 
Karlsson's function. This point of view provides more efficient tools which 
allow the straightforward derivation of a wealth of new and old identities. 
4.2 SOME USEFUL STANDARD RESULTS 
1. Binomial coefficients 
M \
 = (M)\ ( M 
N j (N)\{M-N)\ \M-N (4.2.1) 
(-l)KNi 
<-">* " W^Y. (4"2-2) 
2. Jacobi and extended Jacobi (or Fujiwara) polynomials The 
classical Jacobi polynomial P^, ' (x) of order (A, B) and degree N in x 




 ~ N\(1 + A + B ) A 2 J 2Fl 
which in view of [127; p. 64], at once yields 




1 - . T 
(4.2.3) 
pirw = ( V J FN""-1-1"(^ J (4.2.4) 
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P r ' M = ( ^ ) " # - * - " - " ' - " ( f ^ f ) (4.2.5) 
An obvious variant of classical Jacobi polynomials is so called extended 
Jacobi polynomials F^ y ' '(x; a, b, c) studied by (among others) Izuri Fujiwara 
in an attempt, to give a unified presentation of classical orthogonal polyno-
mials (especially Jacobi, Laguerre and Hermite polynomials) (see [83] and 
[120; p. 388, (1)]). The polynomials F^ ' (x;a,b,c) are essentially those 
that were considered by Szego [127; p. 58] and are given by [83; p. 387] 
Ftf>B\x;aM = [c(a - b))" P ^ ( ? £ ^ ) + ^
 (4.2.6) 
3. Manocha's Result [66; p. 105 (1.4). see also 120; p. 122 (71)] 
~ / M + N \
 P(a-N,0-N), uN _ {a + 0. + M + l)u (x + l\M /.T + 1 \ Q h\ N ) +N " M] \ 2 ) ^-^ 
a+0+M \ - a - 0 - M, -a - M • 
| l + - ( . r - l ) f }
 2Fj (x+l){l + l7(x-l)t} 
- a - 3 - 2M : 
(4.2.7 
4. Lemma: [120; p. 102 (17)]. For positive integers Ix. I2.13. • • • • h- U > *' 
oo hK1+I2K2+-+IjI<j<N 
£ £ C(K1,K2,---KJ;N) 
N=0 KuK2.~,Kj=0 
Y, C(K1,K2r--Kj;N + IlKl + I2K2 + -.- + IjKj) (4.2.8) 
N,Ki,K2,-,Kj=0 
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4.3 GENERAL MULTIPLE SERIES IDENTITY 
Theorem : Let {S(Ki, K2, • • •, Kj)} be a bounded multiple sequence of arbi-
trary complex numbers, \/Kr £ {0,1, 2,3, • • •}. r = 1, 2, • • •, j : Z\, Z2, • • •, Zj 
are complex variables, I\, I2, • • • Jr and M are arbitrary non negative inte-
gers, a and 0 are arbitrary complex numbers then 
JV=0 V / K ' ! , ^ , - , ^ ^ 
Zf' < J
 N = (a + /? + M + l)Af (x+l\a/x + l\M 
;Ki)!'"" (Kj)! ' (M)! U - l / V 2 / 
a+0+M 
k'i.H'2,- .K].K~j + i=0 
, i \ a+p+  oo 
1 Z
 ' KI K ,-.KJ.KJ
 + 1=0 
(4.3.1; {x + l)(2 + xt - t) 
(-a-/3-2M)Kj+1 \2 + xt-t, 
(Ki)\{K2)\ (K3)\(KJ+,)\ 
where for the sake of brevity / = £m=i ImKm, VKr € {0,1.2,3,- ••}, r = 
1,2. • • •, j \ the variables | Z\ |, | Z2 |, • • •, | Zj | also constrained that both 
sides of the expansion formula exist. 
Proof of Theorem 
In order to derive a class of extended bilateral generating relations for 
classical restricted Jacobi polynomials, we replace N by N + I\K\ + I2K2 + 
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• • • + IJKJ in left hand side "L" of Theorem (4.3.1) and use Lemma (4.2.8). 
to get 
N,KuK2,-,Kj=0 
M + N + I 
N + I (-N-I)IS(K1,K2.---,Kj) 
Kt 7Ki ?Kj Z^Z^---Z] 1 +N+I p(a-l-N,f)-l-N), , 
TS M ' rM+I+N \x) (Kl)\(K2y.---(KJy: *M+I+N 
In view of the application of (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), we get 
(4.3.2) 
z[u zj<2 • • • z; K, 1 OO 
M
- /f,.K2,-./f,=o ( A 1 ) ! ( A 2 ) ! - - - ( K J ) 
N=0 
M + I + N 
N 
p{a-I-N,0~I-N)f UN rM+I+N w (4.3.3) 
By the application of Manocha's result (4.2.7), we get 
L =




-a-/3-M + I,-a-M : 
(x+l)(2+.i:f-f) 
.Tf - t 
[2 + xt - t (4.3.4) 
-a-0- 2M 
Now writing
 2F\ in power series, we get required right hand side of the 
theorem (4.3.1). 
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4.4 APPLICATIONS OF THE THEOREM 
The main result (4.3.1) of this paper offer many special cases of poten-
tial interest. Few are given in this section. In fact, by merely applying the 
relationship (4.2.6), one can easily derive a number of results of Fujiwara's 
polynomials which appeared in the work of Pittaluga et al [83]. 
(i) Setting j = 2, I\ = I2 = 1 and the bounded sequence 
S{KUK2) = [(ft4)k1+/f2[(
dp)ki[(3c)k2 
[(bB)}Ki + K2[(eE)}KA(hH)}K2 
in (4.3.1). we get a known generating relation of Srivastava [111: p. 29 (3.4), 
see also 96; p. 40] 
yv=o 
M + N \
 D(a-N,f3-N), sypA+l^G 
N 
rM+N l T ) r B:E:H 
-N. (aA): (dD): (gG); 
(bB): (eE); (hH); 
2 1 . 2 2 
(a + p + M + l)M /x + l\a fx+l 





(do) : (gc) 
•• (eE) : (hH) 
{-a - M) 
(-a-0- 2M) ; 
(rt-t)zi (xt-t)z2 A 
(2+rt-t)' (2+xt-t)' (x+\)(2+rt-t) 
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which is the generalization and unification of bilateral generating relations 
of Manocha [66; p. 105 (2.1), 66: p. 106 (2.2, 2.3)] 
t(MtN)r^3-N)(*)Fi[-N,Kfl,ry,z\t» 
*=ov N 
M , i s a+d+M 
.FG(-a -0-M,-a-0- M. -a - 3 - M; A, //.; -a - 0 - 2M; 7, 7: 
4 (xt - t)y (xt-t)z 
(x + 1)(2 4- xt. -t){2 + xt - t)' (2 + xt - t)' 
where FQ is a Lauricella's function of three variable defined by (1.4.8) 
^b(tti, <*i, a i , 0i. 02,03\ 71,72,72; x, y, z) 
y (<*l)m+«+P(0l)A02)n{03)pXmynz'> 
I .T |< r , | y | < s . | 2 |< * . r + s = 1 = r + t; 
.F i 3 ) ( -» -0-M,-a- M. A, //.; -a - 0 - 2 A/, 7- <5: 
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(xt- - t)y (xt - t)z 
(x + 1)(2 + xt -t)(2 + xt - t)' (2 + xt - t) 
where FA is a Lauricella's function defined by (1.4.1) 
F^\a, &i, • • •, 6n; ci, • • •, cn; x^ • • •, .rn] 
_ ^ (fl)m1+-.+mn(Pl)mi ' " ' (°n)m.n -7:1 ' -rn'" 
m, ,^ . n =0 (Cl)m, •••(Cn)mB ™l' "!„! 
I-Ti ! + • • • + | -T„ |< 1; 
N=0 \ I 
(a + 0 + M+l)M fx + l\a / . T + 1 M r i v Q+^+M 
M! (I^ T) m K ^ I 
. F E ( - a -0-M,-a-0- M, -a-0- M; - a - M, A, A: -a-0- 1M; //. 7; 
4 (.T/ - f)z (.rt-*)y 
( r + 1)(2 + xt -t)(2 + xt - t)' (2 + xt. - t)' 
where FE is a Lauricella's function of three variable defined by (1.4.7) 
FE{oti,<*\,oti,0i,02,02,Hi, 72,73;x,y. z) 
y (<Xl)m+n+p{0l)m(02)n+pXmynzP 
m,n,p=0 (7l)m(72)n(73)p m\n\p\ ' 
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| : r | < r , | y \< s , | z |< t . r + {y/s + sftf = 1 . 
(ii) Setting j = 2,I\ = 1, I2 = 0 and using the bounded sequence given 
by (I), (4.3.1) reduces to a known bilateral generating relation of Srivastava 
[113; p. 92 (6.5), see also 97; p. 692 (12). p. 694 (17, 18)] 
^ / M + N \
 p(a-N,p-N), xFA:D+l;G 
2-^, N rM+N W r B : E : H 
N=0 N 
(a + (3 + M + l)M fx+l\a /.r + 1 
(aA): -N,(dD); (gG)-
(bB)-- (eE): (h.H): 
Z\. 2-? 
M! x- 1 
A/ 
l + - ( . r - l ) * 
a+ii+M 
p(3) 
::(aA) ; ( - a - /? - A/ : (dD) ; (gG) 
:: (bB) ; 
(-a - M) : 
( - a - / ? - 2 M ) : 
: (eE) ; (M 
(2+xt-t) ' ^2 ' (x+l)(2+xt-t) 
(iii) For j = 2, /1 = 1, 72 = 0 and the bounded sequence 
5 ( A i , K 2 ) = — — , z\=y, 22 = 2 («) Kl+A'o 
(4.3.1) becomes 
iV=0 
M + N 
N 
, ( Q - . V . 3 - A T ) , 
n / ; . v J - ' v ' ( r ) F 1 [ A . - i V l / ^ : j / , 2 ^ ;V 
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{a + 0 + M + l)M fx+l\° /.T + 1 M i + \{y-i)f 
a+P+M 
M\ \x-U V 2 
Fht [-« - M. A, A, -Q-0- M, //,, - a - /? - M; -a- (3- 2 A/, 6. <5; 
(*' - *)y 
(.i: + l ) (2+ * * - * ) ' " " (2 + . r * - / ) , 2 , 
where FM is a Lauricella's function of three variables defined by (1.4.9) 
FM(ai, a2, a2, A, A, A ; 7i, 72,72i .T, y, 2) 
= Z 
m,n..p=0 (7 l )m(72)n+p 77?.!n!p!' 
I .r I< 7' , \ y \< s , \ z \< t , r + t — 1 = s 
The result given above is a generalization of several other works on gen-
erating functions by Manocha and Sharma [67], Manocha [66] and Srivastava 
[111], [113]. 
(iv) Setting j = 2, Ix = 1, I2 = 0 and the bounded sequence 
c , ^ jv-x ( A ) / < 1 + / < 2 ( / / ) / < 2 
(5)/f2(7)/f, 
in equation (4.3.1), we get 
.v=o V / 
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_ ( a ± £ + M ± l k ( | i I ) . ( £ i l ) « { l + I ( T _ 1 ) ( p -
FK [//., - a - 0 - M, - a - 0 - A/, A, - a - M, A; 6, - a - /3 - 2M, 7; 2, 
4 ( r t - % " 
(x + 1)(2 + .rt - ty {2 + xt - t) 
where FK is a Lauricella's function of three variables defined by (1.4.10) 
FK{aua2, a 2 , A , #2, A ; 7i• 72,73! -T, y, 2) 
y (<Xl)mMr,+P(0l)rn+p{02)r,.rmVnZP 
m,n,p=0 ( 7 l ) m ( " 2 ) r , ( 7 3 ) p 777!??!/)! 
I x |< r , I y |< s . I 2 |< f . ( l - r ) ( l - s ) = t 
(v) Setting j = 2,I\ = I, 12 — 0 and the bounded sequence 
5(Ki,K2) = — , zi = ij.z2 = z 
( / ' ) / \ ' l+ / \2 
in equation (4.3.1), we get 
(a + 0 + M+l)M fx+l\a (x+l^A1 
M\ x- 1 
a+fi+M 
l + 2 ( x - l ) « j 
Fyv [-a - M, 7, A, -a - 0 - M. 6, -a - 0 - M; -a - 0 - 2M, //., //.; 
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:» 2 . ' 
(xt - t)y 
{x + l){2 + xt ~ t,y ,{2 + xt-t) 
where F^ is a Lauricella's function of three variables defined by (1.4.11) 
FN{aua2,Q3,ft, &, ft; 7i •72,72; •?•, V, 2) 
m,^=o (7i)m(72)n+P m\n\p\ 
x\<r , | y | < s . | z | < / , (1 - r ) s + (l - 5 ) / = 0 
(vi) Setting j = 2, Ix — 2, 7~2 = 1 and the bounded sequence 
S(KUK2) = 
in equation (4.3.1), we get 
[(".4)]2Xi+K2[(rfp)]/fi[(gc)k2 
[(^B)]2/CI+/C2[(e£)]/C1[(/'//)]A', 
^ ( M + N \
 p(ft_jvi/3_Ar), xYA+l:D;G 
Af=0 ;v 
-N, (aA): (dD); {gG); 
(bB): (eE)\ (hH): 
^ 1 , 2 2 
, N 
A^  l ^ r J I "TV l1 + 2 ( T - 1 ) f ' 
/ [-a - /? - M : 2, 1.1] , [(aA) : 2,1,0] : [(dD) : 1] ; [(gG) : 1] 
r
 B:E.H;1 
[ ( 6 B ) : 2 , 1 , 0 ] : [(e£) : 1] ;[(/ ,„): 1] 
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[-a - M : 1] ; 
[-a - 0 - 2M : 1] ; 
( r f - Q ^ l (xt-t)Z2 4 
(2 + .Tf-02 ' (2+X*-*)" (.T + l)(2 + Tf-t) 
/ 
(vii) Taking j = 2, I\ = 1, /2 = 0 and vising the bounded sequence given by 
(vi). (4.3.1) takes the form 
E 
N=0 
M + N \ (a-N,P-N)( xVA:D+l;G 
(aA) : -N.(dD) ; (gc) 
N •
rA/+N ^•'•J-A-B:E:H 






[-a - 0 - 2M : 1,0,1] . [(aA) : 2,1.0] : [(dD) : 1] 
-,A+1:D:G;1 
B:E;H;1 
[(6B):2,1,0] : [(eE):l\ 
\ 
[(gG) : 1] : [-a -MA}; 
[(hH):l] ;[-a-0-2M:l] ; 
(rf-Qz! (xt-t)z2 4 
(2+xt-A)' (2+.TA-0* (r+\)(2+r.t-f) 
(viii) If we set j = 2,IX = 2, I2 = 1 and 
5 ( ^ , ^ 2 ) = [(&B)]2/f,+K2 [(e£)]K1+K2[(/j//)]/C1[(gQ)]/C2 








-N, (aA) : (dD); (gG); (pr): 
{bB) • {eE)\ (hH); (9Q): 
'"^ a^rm"!'^ "-"''^  
/ [-a-0 -M: 2.1,1]. [ M : 2,1,0], [(dD) : 1,1,0] 
,A+1+D:G;P;1 
B+E:H:Q:1 
\{bB): 2 , 1 , 0 ] , [ (e E ) : 1,1,0] 
[(pc) : 1] ; [(pP) : 1] ; [-a - M : 1] : 
[{hH):\\- [(ft,):!]; [-a - 0 - 2A/: 1] 
(2+.T/-02' (2+.T/-0' (r+l)(2+.Tf-f) 
(ix) If j = 3, I\ = I2— h — 1 an(A the bounded sequence 
S{KuK2.Ki) = [{"•A)}Kl+l<2+K3{{




then equation (4.3.1) gives 
N=0 
N I ^M+N E ( J\VV ]^Q;r-w)WF(3) 
-N. (aA) :: (dD); (<?G); (£L) : ( 9 o ) ; 
(6B) - (e^); (/>•//); (mA/) : (?-fi): 
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(ss) ;0v); 
21 ,22 ,^3 
(uy); (iv\y); 
(a + {3 + M + l)M fx+l\a fx + l-M 
iN 
M\ (|±i)-(--±i)-{. + i„-.v} a+li+M 
•,A+1+D+G+L;Q;S;V;1 
B+E+H+M:R;U;W;1 
/ l-a-P -M: 1.1,1,1], \(aA): 1,1,1.0] , \(dD) : 1.1. 0.0] 
[(6fl): 1,1,1,0], [(eE): 1.1,0.0], 
[(go) :0,1.1,0] . [(4) : 1,0,1.0] : [(qQ) : 1] ; [(as) : 1] ; [(tV) "• 1] 
[ ( M : 0,1,1,0] , [(mM) : 1,0.1.0] : [(rR) : 1]; [(Ut/) : 1]; [(ivw) : 1]; 
[-a - M : 1] ; 
[-a - /? - 2M : 1] ; 
(x/-Q;i (r.t-t)z2 (xt-t)z3 4 
(2+Tt-f)1 (2+Tf-t) ' (2+xt-t)- (r+l)(2+.T/-t) 




[(bB)]Kl+K2+K3[{eE)}l<l+K2[(kH)}l<2+K3{{mM)}l<3 + KA(rR)}l<i 
[(SS)}K2[{VV)]K3 
[(UI-)]K2[(IV\V)]K3 
in equation (4.3.1), we get 
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yv=o 
M + N \ (a-N,{3-N) . ( 3 
Ar M+N 
(.r)F<= 
(aA):: -N, (dD): (gG): (iL) : (qQ): 
( M - (e£); {hH);{m.Af) : {rR): 
( * s ) ; M ; 
2i- 2-2, 23 
( U I / ) ; ( « . ' H - ) ; 
( Q + / ? + M + 1 ) M / . T + 1 \ ° /.T + 1 ^ ' 
*N 
Af! (f±l)-(^)-{1 +!(,-!„} a+3+M 
^ A + l+D+G+LiQiS.V;! 
r
 B+E+H+M:R;U;W;1 
/ [-a - 0 - M : 1.1,0,1] . [ M : 1,1,1,0] , [(dD) : 1.1. 0. 0] 
[(6B): 1.1,1.0]. [{eE): 1.1.0.0] 
[foe): 0.1,1,0], [ ( / t ) : 1,0.1.0] : [fog) : 1] ; {(ss) : 1] : [(tV) : 1] ; 
[(hH) : 0. 1,1,0] , [(mM) : 1,0. 1,0] : [(rfl) : l] ; [(«r) : 1] : [(ww) : 1] 
[-a - A/ : 1] ; 
[-a-p-2M : 1] ; 
(-Tf-f.)2l ( r t - ^ 2 4 
(2+. r / -0 ' (2+Tf-f)' 3 ' (x+l)(2+.rf-0 
For different, values of J, I\. I2,13. • • •. and multiple bounded sequence 
S(K\, K-2- • • )^  w e c a n derive a number of known and unknown bilateral gen-
erating relations involving Jacobi polynomials and Kampe1 de Feriet func-
tions of two variables; Srivastava function F^ and its special cases H^,HB 
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HC.FE,FF,FG,FK,FM„ Fp,FR.Fs,FT : Srivastava function F<4) and its 
special cases K5, Kg, KXo, K\2, K\3- K2Q, K2\ [110.109,107] ; Pathan function 
F(PA) and its special cases K2, Ku, A'IS [75,76] ; Ext.on's function <p>#$n). {P^H\"] 
,H,X\ Wright's function
 pipq [133.134]; Ext.on's function ^E^K^E^ [29]: 
Chandel function fX^c l^\ ! Khichi function HQ [59]; Karlsson's function 
H{c] [52,53,54] ; Chandel-Gupta function ^F^l^F^.^F^ [15]: Karls-
son's function ^FQQ [55]; Exton's triple hypergeometric functions X\. X2, X:i. 
••• .X20 [31] ; Pandey function GA.GB [10]; Dhawan function GC,GD [21]; 
and Srivastava function Gc[112]. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ON MIXED GENERATING 
FUNCTIONS 
CHAPTER 5 
ON MIXED GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
5.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 
An interesting double generating function associated Laguerre polyno-
mials Lj,m)(.r) has been given by Exton [33; p. 147(3)] 
rt. oc oo 




r ( l ) = iFi(-n;m + l;.r) _ 4 " % ) 
m!/7.! (ra + n)! 
The right hand member of (5.1.1) is partly bilateral and partly unilateral. In 
equation (5.1.1), the factorial of negative integers such as (m + ?7.)! occurs. 
There are conventions, like ^_ =
 r , ^ ^ = 0, if m is negative integer but the 
blind use of this would simply remove from (5.1.1) all terms with negative m, 
and would make it a false equation. The function F^(x) associated with 
Exton's result (5.1.1) can be defined for m* = max(0, —m) and 
"
 { )
 (m + n)\ n ! r ^ . ( m + r)!r! 
= 0 if 0 < n < m* (that is m + n < 0 < ??.) (5.1.2) 
No factorials of negative integers occur in this definition, so all the terms 
have meaning. (5.1.1) can now be written in more enlightening form 
exp(s + t - - ) = Y. E smtnF^(x) (5.1.3) 
m=—oo n=m* 
Exton's generating function (5.1.1) has since been extended by a number 
of workers including Pathan and Yasmeen [80] and [81] Kamarujjama et al. 
[48], Srivastava et al. [126], Gupta et al. [41] and Goyal and Rajni [40]. 
In a number of recent papers [77]. [78] and [80], partly bilateral and 
partly unilateral generating functions of generalized Horn's function ^H^ 
defined by (1.4.23), Lauricella's function F^ defined by (1.4.1) and Bessel 
polynomial of several variables defined by (1.5.29) are obtained. The follow-
ing results 
mi m.„ 
i fc^to , •• - ,*») = L ••• £ (i + 0 + v)kl+...+kn 
fcj = 0 k„ = 0 
•fi{(?M 
where throughout this work 
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v = a\m.i + a 2171.2 + • • • + a„mn (5.1.6) 
have been established in [77]. Motivated by these results, we have estab-
lished a general theorem on partly bilateral and partly unilateral generating 
functions with essentially arbitrary terms for significantly wider class of poly-
nomials system. 
A general theorem on partly bilateral and partly unilateral generating 
functions involving multiple series with esentially arbitrary cofficients and 
parameters is given in section 5.2. By appropriate specializing these coffi-
cients and parameters, a number of (known or new) results are shown to 
follow as application of the theorem. For the sake of illustration some special 
cases are mentioned briefly in section 5.3. 
5.2 A GENERAL THEOREM ON PARTLY BILATERAL A N D 
PARTLY UNILATERAL GENERATING FUNCTIONS 




 rcv + n ^ J{ku...,kv) 
1








r(7v + _r,^,nqa±j^)du (,,2) 
respectively, where c'(&i, • • •, kp) is sequence of arbitrary complex numbers 
{/>• <i > 1)- rjU = 1,2,... ,p), are positive integers, s is arbitrary parameter 
siirh that 3j j=- 0. Re{s) > 0, and N is unrestricted in general. Then for 
in' = max(0, —77?) 
rt. 
( l _ 5 . _ 7 . + _ ) - ( * N - i ) n / 2\ (l-S-t+^'- ' ( l _ s _ / + ^ ) r 
oc oo „m4V oo 5 - / " « , (-n)r(-rr 2^ 2 . , , 2^ C^!,...,A.pj 
n. = 7T>- ' " ' • " • A-, fcp,r = 0 V"'- ^ i / ' r ' • m. = — oo 
ffj
 = i \ ( M-V + l) r ifc1+...+T.pfcp+m+n+r (5.2.3) 
arK 
XT1, ( l - s - * + -)-("+1>fi" J/1 % ( I - S - ' + T ) ' ' ( I _ S _ * + £ ) 
OO OO _7?) J.T? OO 
= £ £ smtr' Y. (-n)r(.rr 
771 = —OO „ = m. m!n! J 4 = o (w-+ l) rr! 
1 1 ^ 0-\s-\ I i ^ i + - + s , + m + n + r 
provided that each member of (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) exist. 
(5.2.4) 
Proof of the theorem : We know that [33], [80] and [81] 
exp(s + t ) 
s 
oo oo „m.j.n 
£ £ z^ r r i f iH^ + i;*] (5-2-5) 
777. = —OO 77 = 777.' 777.! 77.! 
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where m* = max(0, —m), so that all factorials of negative integers have 
meaning. 







T(N + 1) 
(l-8-t+*) 
fci kp = 0 
•10 
which on using (5.2.5) yields 
-{l-s-t+z-y ^ ,A((^r^ n 11 M du (5.2.6) 




= E E 
77? = — OO 7) = 771* 
( l - 5 - f + ^ ) r > " ' ( l - S _ f + 3 * ) r 
I /-oo °° 
ki,-,kp = 0 „ f-m. mW r(JV + 1) 
Now expanding [Fi into series and applying the result (1.2.1), 
we get 
( l - . s - ^ - ) - ^ 1 ^ ' 
s 
2\ 
_(i-s-t + fyi' '(l-s-t + fy. 
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m=-oo n = m* " ' " • fc). >p.r = 0 v"' ^ 1 / r ' ' 
• ft { ^ r } ^ + ^)rlkl + ...+rpkp+m+n+r (5-2.7) 
which is the required result (5.2.3). 
Similarly, on setting s — (1 — s — t + —) in equation (5.2.2), we get 
n w b/„ . . . , y , ] = (- + J 
which on using the result (5.2.5) yields 





7J? = — OO 7) = m * 
• . I I { - ^ ^ ^ J * * (5.2.9) 
Now expanding ]Fi into series, and applying the result 
* — ' 77 I 
, = 0 » ! 
and (1.2.1). we get 
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xt. ( 1 _ 5 _ l H . ^ : ) - ( w + i ) n / / V\ Vi ( ! - « - * + ?)' ' ( l - a - *+? )J 
oo oo „m.4.n oo 
= E E s T E (-n) r:r
r 
m = —oo B fm- mM Sl....^r = 0 ( m + i ) ^ 1 
1 1 ] „ Itf I f i " 1 " - U s i + - + s , + m + n + r 
which is the required result (5.2.4). 
(5.2.10) 
5.3 APPLICATION OF THE THEOREM 
(i) Consider the integral representation of the generalized Horn function 
<*>#Jn) [29; p. 104 (3.5.4.5)] 
Ta (k)ff(n) 
[a, bs+i,..., fep; c l 5 . . . , Cp; Xi , . . . , xp] 
o 
/•oo s V 
= / e-H^H oF.l-.cfXjt2} Yl .F^-cj-x^dt (5.3.1) 
j = l 
On taking N = a - l, n , . . . ,rs = 2, r s + l , . . . ,rp = l(s < p) 
c ' ^ j , ...,kp) = {hX!)™x£h' a n d combining (5.3.1) with (5.2.1) and 
(5.2.3), we get a known results due to Pathan and Kammrujjama [78; p. 33 
(2.4)]. 
(l-s-t+-)-tt<k)Hin)[a,bk+l,...tbn;cll---cn] 
T-l %k •T-k+1 {i-s-t+^r >(i-s-t.+zr(i-a-t+*y'"'(i-s-t+*)] 
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oo oo „m.j.n 
m=—oo 77=777. m\n\ 
•
{k)H(4n+1)[a + m + n, bk+u ..., 6„, - n ; c 1 ? . . . , c„, m + 1; xu ..., .rn, .r] (5.3.2) 
(ii) Consider the integral representation [29; p. 49 (2.4.2)] 
— F^[a, &!,... 6„; c i , . . . c„; . x i , . . . .?:„] 
roc 
= / e -^-SF^fcuds .T^] ••• ^[K-Cn-xj] (5.3.3) 
/o 
On taking JV = a-l,r3 = l , ( j = 1,2,.. . n ) , ^ , . . . , kp) = j ^ ^ : ; ^ ^ 
and combining (5.3.3) with (5.3.1) and (5.2.3), we get the generating function 
•rt> n r>(n) ( l - a - H - - ) - " ^ o,bi, • • • ,bn\C\. • • •, c „ ; .X, ( ! -«-*+?) ' ' ( ! - « - * + ?). 
oo oo
 cm±n 
7 7 7 . = — O O 77 = 777 
» 777.! 77.! 
777+77 
,(77 + 1) 
•F\ > + m + ;?., &!,..., 6„, - n ; Ci, . . . , c„, m + 1; xu ..., xn, x] (5.3.4) 
Indeed, except for some obvious notational variations, it is main result of 
Pathan and Yasmeen [80; p. 244 (3.3)]. 
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(iii) Consider the Laplace transform [29: p. 51 (2.4.10)] 
-t.a-l An) £[e-H -1<l>{il)[b1 b„:r.;x}t.....,xnt]:s} 
—F'D [a, 6 i , . . . . bn; c; — , . . . , — ] 
s 
(5.3.5) 
If in (5.2.3), we take c'(h,... ,kp) = ^ ^ ,r , = l( j = 1,2,.. . ,p), 
;V = 0 — 1 and combine (5.3.5) with (5.2.3), we get 
xt. {l-s-t.+ j)-Fg (n) a,6i , . . . .6„;c; .T! ( 1 - 5 - f + f ) ' ' ( l - S - / + f ) 
= x: 
oc ex; „m.j.n 
m. = — oo n = m* 
^^ mln' mm) 
( f l \ )m+n 
( I ) £ D + 1 V + m + «,&!,..., 6P, -??.; c, m + 1; .Ti,..., xp, .r] 
where nlEp is Exton's function defined by (1.4.32) 
(5.3.6) 
(iv) Consider the integral representation [57; p. 153 (3.5)] 
szts n^+v*,,, _ /;e-.,^(1+frrff (5.3.7) 
where Y^a-d) is Bessel polynomial introduced by Mumtaz and Khnrsheed 
defined by [57; p. 152 (2.1)] 
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Y^\x) =
 2F0[-p. Q P + 0 + 1; - ; — ] (5.3.8) 
On taking 9 = 1, N — ap + 0 and 0X = 2 and combining (5.3.7) with 
(5.2.4). we get 
U
 s ' P 4 - 5 - * + - ' 
oo oo „mj.n Smt 
= E E - r i (ap + /?+l)m+T, 
TT). = — O O Tl = 777 717.!?? 
n-.l:l: ;1 
••^0:1: .0 




(v) On combining the integral representation (5.1.5) with (5.2.4), we get the 
following result due to Pathan and Bin Saad [77] 
xt 1 _ c _ / 4- L_:\-(f+/3+l)y(oi,•••,"«: 
' / mi,...,m„ 
3) Xi 
Ki-s-t + zy ' ( 1 - 5 - f + f ) 
OO OO „777i77 
= E E z n ^ + ^  + i U 





V + 0 + 777. + 77 + 1 : —77. ; —77?.! 







where V'j"' • •/";'^ is defined by (1.5.29) and is a generalization of Exton's 
Bessel polynomial [81; p. 4 (3.1)] and F0:1;'....'0 is the generalized Kampe' de 
Feriet function of??, variables [30; p. 28 (1.4.3)] 
(vi) Consider the integral representation [119; p. 320 (172)] 
FE[ai,Qi,ai, 0\,02, 02- 02\ 7i, 7'2.735 ^ , V, A 
1 r°° 
= — / e-^-\F,[pv^xt\iij2[f52-l2nz-yt,zt]dt 
1 Q\ ./O 
Re{x + y + z + 2y/yz) < I , Re(Ql) > 0 (5.3.11) 
On setting r, = r2 = r3 = 1 , c<(^ fe, A,) = ffjff^ 





• A'io[ai, ai , ai; 02, Pi,-n; 7i, 72,73, m + 1; .T, y, z, t] (5.3.12) 
where A'i0 is Exton's quadruple hypergeometric function defined by (1.4.17). 
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" i , «i, c*i, 0i, 02.02: 7i, 72, 73; (1 t + 2)'(i-s-t + zy 
0 0 0 0 „mj.n 
* — ' ???'??' 
77) = - O O U = 777* ' " ' • " ' • 
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C H A P T E R 6 
A NEW CLASS OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
ASSOCIATED WITH JACOBI, RICE AND 
KHANDEKAR POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL 
VARIABLES 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The fact that the Legendre function Pn(x) may be expressed as the 
hypergeometric series 
P„(lHF(_n,„,+1;1;i^HgHM^(i^y, „u ) 
where (a),. = a{a + 1) • • • (a + r — 1) is the Pochhammer symbol defined by 
(1.2.2), together with the fact that the generalized hypergeometric functions, 
studied bv Bateman and Pasternack 
1 + 2 " ( - n ^ n + l ) , ^ ) 
Fn(z) = 3F2(-n, n + 1, i ± i ; 1,1; 1) = £ V 2 >* (6.1.2) 
2 ^ r!?'!?-! 
1 + 2 + 77? 
F?{z) =
 3F2(-n, n + 1, •; 1, m + 1; 1) 
« ( _ n ) r ( n + l ) r ( l ± t t E ) 
have many interesting properties, suggested that other hypergeometric series 
in which (~"M"+1)r appear as a function in the general term may be of in-
terest. 
Here we examine one of the series, namely 
g.«.p. ••) = ,f,(--.n + l.ft 1.K.0 - I ' - " ' ' y ' ' <6I4» 
r=0 7 '7 -VPJr 
When the generalization given here are compared with the earlier re-
sults, only those of Bateman's involving Fn(z) will be mentioned, although 
in many cases Pasternack [74] has obtained relationship the standpoint of 
generality, lie between those given here and those given by Bateman. This 
omission is made for the sake of brevity and simplicity. In all of the follow-
ing work we assume that p is not a negative integer, so that Hn(^,p. v) is a 
polynomial of degree n. 
In a course of an attempt to unify several results in the theory of polyno-
mials, also in hypergeometric functions of two or more variables, Khandekar 
[58; p.l58(2.3), see also 120; p. 140(13)] in 1940 constructed the generalized 




-n, 1 + a + 0 + n. £ 
(6.1.5) 
1 + a, P 
If a = 8 = 0. so that [88: p. (108)] 
Hn(Z,p.r) = HWHt,P,v) 
and [120; p. 35(34)] 
(6.1.6) 
Pi°*{x) = Hlr>®(te,\(l-x)) (6.1-7) 
where P^a3\x) is the Jacobi polynomials of one variable defined in (1.5.6). 
In a recent paper of H. S. P. Shrivastava [98; p. 63(8)], defined Jacobi 
polynomial of three variables in the following form 
p(a1 ,/J i :a2 .&:Q3,|83)/ r ,. 7\ _ (1 + Q l ) n ( l + Q 2 ) n ( l + Q 3 ) n p m -77. :: - ; -
: 1 + ai + 0i + 77; 1 + a2 + & + n; 1 + a3 + /?3 + n; 
1 + ai; 1 + Q2 ; 1 + a3; 
1—.r I—t/ 1—z 
2 ' 2 ' 2 
(6.1.8) 
Now we shall define more generalized polynomial called generalized Rice 
polynomial of three variables in the form 
£>]./?! a 2 , / ? 2 Ct3,03 
Hn I ; ; ; r, y , z \ = 
V^.O\ V2,CT2 ^ 3 , 0 3 
( l + ftl)n (1 + Q2)n ( l + « 3 ) n 
(77.! ) 3 
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p(3) -n : : - ; - ; - : 1 + Qi + /?! + /?., vx; 1 4- a 2 + /?2 4- n, ^2; 
: 1 + a i , ai ; 1 + a2 , <r2 ; 
1 + a 3 + #3 + n . j / 3 ; 
.r. y, 2 (6.1.9) 
1 + 03 ,0 -3 ; 
Similarly we can also define two variable generalized Rice polynomials 
(l + Ql)T)(l + Q2)„ 1:2;2 f - 7 7 , 
M 2 ^0:2:2 (n!) 
1 + cki + /?i + n, 1^ 1; 1 + Q 2 + #2 + n, u2; 
1 + QI,<7I ; 1 + a2,(T2 
•?',2/ (6.1.10) 
where F^:®^ and F^(x,y, z) are Kampe de Feriet function of two variable 
and Srivastava triple hypergeometric function of three variables defined by 
(1.3.14) and (1.4.12). respectively. 
In this chapter we prove a general theorem in section 6.2 for a sequence 
of functions. The generalization of Rice polynomial of one variable defined 
by Khandekar, and the above generalized Rice polynomials in terms of two or 
three variables and the properties of generalized polynomials will be the key 
points of section 6.3. The theorem given in section 6.2 is general enough to 
account for many of polynomials involved in the generating functions. This 
is interesting since, as will be shown in section 6.3. the results contain some 
known generating functions of Shrivastava [98], Khandekar [58], Rainville [87] 
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and many unknown results of multiple Gaussian hypergeometric functions. 
6.2 A GENERATING RELATION ASSOCIATED WITH SEV-
ERAL VARIABLES 
Theorem : Let {Sq(K\, K2, • • •, Km)}. q = 1.2 be a bounded multiple se-
quence of arbitrary complex variables, VKr £ {1,2,3,...}, r = 1,2,3, ...,ra; 
Zi,Z2,.-.Zm are complex variables; I\.I2, ••••Im are arbitrary non-negative 
integers, denominator parameters are neither zero nor-negative integers. Then 
for any loss convergence, we have 
00 IK<n 
E Si(«) E (-n)IKS2(Kl.K2:....Km)(Bl+n)Kl(e2 + n)K.2 
N=0 K1.K2,-,Km=0 
(g ,n] (z^ (zm)*-1» 
= t S^n + IKWK^K* K j y ; ^ ^ 1 ^ 
n.Ki.K-, A'm=0 \P\)n+IK \P2)n+IK 
' " (6m)n+IK K,\ - Km\ 77,! l • ' ' 
Proof of the theorem : We denote the first member of (6.2.1) by L. Then 
oc IK<n 
£ = £ S,(«) E (-»)/A- 52(/fi, #a, - , tfm)(*i + n)Kl (#2 + n)Ka 
77=0 A-l,K2,.../<m=0 
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ID i ^ ( ^ l ) \Zm) t" ,a r, 0 \ 
Now using a lemma [120; p. 102(17)] 
oo m\K]+m.2K2+...+mTKT<n oo oo 
£ £ (A'1.A^2,....^r;/7) = ^ £ (tfi , . . . ,#r 
?)=0 h ' i . /v, . /<".=0 7i=0K ,i,A'2,...A',.=0 
n + m,1Ki + ... + m.rKr) 
in (6.2.2), we get 
oo oo 
L=Y.s*(n + IK) E (-»-/A')/A:52(A:1,/(:2)...,^m)((91 + 77 + /A')Ari 
77=0 /<!,.. ./Cm=0 
7 ^ 1 VKm fn+IK 
(02 + n + IK)K2...(0m + n + IK)Km-^...-^- (6.2.3) 
K]! Km\ {n + lK)\ 
By applying the well known results (1.2.11) and (1.2.8) 
( " * ) * = T ^ T - ^ ' 0 < A- < AT and (a + N)M = ^ ± ^ (6.2.4) 
We readily find from (6.2.3) that 
L = £ frfr + 7A-)S2(A'1;..., A . ) ^ > " + ' « + « ( f t W * + * , 
„./Cl,.../<m=0 l " l ) n + « \V2)n+IK 
{PmUlK+KA^Zl)*1 (tf-Zm)«T 
- (0m)™+/* ATi! Am! 77! l D ^ j 
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This evidently completes the proof of our main theorem under the as-
sumption that the series involved are absolutely convergent. 
6.3 SPECIAL CASES 
(i) Setting m = 3, h = h = h = 1- S1{n) = (1 + Q l + ft)n(l + a2 + 
&)„ (l + 03 + ^3)n, S2(Kl.K2,K3) = {ai)Ki (o2)K2(aZZilZ?)Ky+a2)K3{l+a3)K3 < 
Zx = x, Z2 = y, Z3 = *. 0i = l + a i + / M 2 = l + a2 + &,03 = l + a3 + /33, 
in (6.2.1) and interpreating L.H.S in terms of Rice polynomials of three vari-
ables defined by (6.1.9) and R.H.S in terms of Srivastava-Daoust function, 
we get 
~ (1 +
 ai + ft)n(l + a2 + &)„(! + a3 + 0z)n(n\)2n ('°U01 Q 2 ; / ? 2 
^ (l + ai) n( l + a 2 ) n ( l+o 3 )n n=0 
•x,y,z \ t n 
V3,&3 
,.3:0:1:1:1 ( [(1 + <*! + & ) : 1, 2. 1. l], [(1 + Q2 + ft) ". 1, 1,2, l], [(1 + Ct3 + 
•^0:0:2:2:2 
+ & ) : 1 ,1 ,1 ,2] : - ; [(^i) : 1] ; [(i/2) : 1] ; 
) : - : [(1 + <*!): 1], [(^i) : 1]; [(1 + «2) : 1], [(a2) : 1]; 
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[(l + a 3 ) : l ] , [ ( a 3 ) : l ] ; 
*, -xt, -yt, -zt. (6.3.1) 
(ii) Setting m = 2. h = h = 1, #i = 1 + <*i + 0i,92 = 1 + a2 + 02. 
S}(n) = (1 + Qi +/?i). S2(KUK2) = ?1, . f ? } * 1 ^ , „ , , Zx = .r, 
Z2 = y in (6.2.1), interpreating the L.H.S in terms of Rice polynomial of two 
variables and using Euler's first linear transformation formula [87; p. 60(4)] 
we get 
2^1 
a . b 
= ( 1 - - T ) - ° 2 F I 
a ,c — b ; 
1-.T 
{l + ai + 3i)„n\ 
(l + a2)„ 
/ tt!,/?! a2 ,#2 
H„ ; .r.;y 
\ ^ i , o - ! 1/2,0-2 
*
n 
= (1-0 - l - Q i - / 3 i i-i3:0;l:0 -^3:0:2:0 
[(1 +
 ai 4- A) : 2,2,1], [(1 + a2 + ft) : 2,1, 2], 
[(l + a2 + /?2) :2, l , l ] , [ ( l + a 2 ) : l , 0 , l ] 
[(i*): 1.0,1]: - : [(i*) : 1] ; -
[(<r2): 1.0,1]: - ; [(1 + ax) : l](<n : 1]; - ; 
—t/t-8 - i t - « t 




(in) On replacing x by (Lf)- y by ( V ) ' Z b ^ (V)' "i = ffi> ^2 = ff2 
and i/3 = 0-3 using the definition of Jacobi polynomials defined by (1.5.6) in 
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equation (6.3.1). we get 
V (1 + "1 + A)n (1 + a2 + &)„ (1 + a3 + &)n „(ai.fll ; a 2 , f t ; a s A ) ( s .n 
, t j (! + <*,)„ (l + a 2 ) B ( l + a3)n " [' ^  j 
_ £,3:0:0:0:0 
— ^0:0:1:1:1 
/ [(1 + oi + ft) : 1. 2,1,1], [(1 + a2 + 02) : 1,1, 2,1], 
V 
[ ( H - a 3 + ft): 1,1,1,2] : -
: - ;[(l +
 a i ) : l ] ; [ ( l + Q 2 ) : l ] ; 
\ 
, (x-l)t (y-l)t. (z-\)t 
2 2 2 (6.3.3) 
[(l + a 3 ) : l ] ; / 
which is a particular case of the generating relation [98; p. 66(19)] 
(Ot, 
v. (iv) Setting m = 1, h = 1, *i = (1 + « + /?)„, S2(ff) = ( 1 + Q ^ ( 7 , U i , Zx = 
using the definition of Khandekar polynomial [58; p. 158(2.3)] and adjusting 
the parameters in (6.2.1), we get 
n = 0 K1^ a)n 
= (l-t.) -l-a-0 p 3-^2 
A(2;l + a + /3), $; 
-Avt. 
(1-02 (6.3.4) 
1 + a, p; 
which is a well known generating function for the generalized Rice polyno-
mial defined by Khandekar [58; p. 158(2.3), see also 120; p. 139(12)] 
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V) Setting 777 = 1. 1X = I- 5,(77) = (1 + O + 0)n. S2(K) = ( T ^ - -
/>, = (1 + a -+- /?), replacing Z by ( i f i ) in (6.2.1), using the definition of 











 (1n"V~^ai/?)(-T)*w = U " T ^ - V i 
, ,=0 \ Q , 7 " 
L J. -r L», 
(6.3.5) 
which is a known generating relation for the Jacobi polynomial [87; p. 256(10)] 
-iiid can also be obtained directly from (6.3.4). 
• vi) Setting m = 3, that is, h = I2 = I3 = 1, S^n) = U+^+ZWi+ga+ftMi+aa+ftk 
°2V/M (l+al)l<1(,en)Ki(l+a2)l<2(a2)K2(l+03)I<3(a3)I<^ " • _ ^ + Q l + PU>"2 _ 
' 1 + a2 + &), #3 = (1 + a 3 + ft), ^i = •?, Z2 = y, Z3 = z and using the def-
jnition of generalized Rice polynomials of three variables defined by (6.1.9) 
jn (6.2.1). we get 
g. (1 + Q! + ft)n(l + Q2 + /?2)w(l + a3 + flQn rr f*1'^ ^ ' ^ 
2^ 77~. Z-77-. TTTT TTT^ nn 
n = 0 ( l + O i ) „ ( l + 0 2 ) n ( l + a r 3 ) » ( A ) n Vi,0\ V2,(T2 
«3,ft 
^3,^3 
; * , ! / , * * > ! ) * 
.3:0:1:1:1 f [U + <*1 + ft) = 1, 2, 1, 1], [(1 + a2 + (32) : 1, 1, 2, 1], [(1 -f Q3 + 





+03): 1,1.1,2]:-; [fa) : 1] ; [fa) : 1] 
) : - ;[(l + ai) : l],[(ai) : l] ;[(l+a2) : 1]AM • l]\ 
[(l + a3) : l ] , [(a3) : l ] ; 
*, -xt, -yt, -zt. (6.3.6) 
(vii) On replacing x by S-2A. y by ^ Z by ^ , ^ = au u2 = a2, i/3 = 
03 respectively and applying the definition of Jacobi polynomial of three 
variables defined by (6.1.8) in (6.3.6), we get a known generating relation of 
[98; p. 66(19)] 
V (! + " ! + ft)n (1 + tt2 + &)n (1 + a3 + &)n * " »ftt1.fll ; a . l A , a s M ( , 
^ (1 +




 a i + A) : 1, 2,1,1], [(1 + a2 + ft) : 1,1, 2,1], [(1 + a3+ 
V [(A): 1,1,1,1] 
+/?3) : 1,1,1,2] : 
[(l + a 3 ) : l ] ; 
-,[(l +
 ai):l);[{l + a2):l]; 
; \ 
, t(x-l) /(y-1) t(z-l) 
'•' 2 ' 2 ' 2 
(6.3.7) 
(viii) On replacing t by fA and | A |—> oo in equation (6.3.7) i.e. by the 








C H A P T E R 7 
SOME BILATERAL GENERATING RELATIONS 
INVOLVING GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the present chapter the following identity [87; p. 280(23)] for Gegen-
bauer polynomials [87; p. 277(1) . see also 99; p. 756 and 120; p. 422] play 
a key role in obtaining the bilateral generating relations 
where 
d = (1 - 2xt + t2)* (7.1.2) 
and C^(x) is the Gegenbauer polynomial which is the generalizations of 
the Legendre polynomial Pn(x), TchebychefF polynomial of the second kind 
Um(x) and Ultraspherical polynomial P^~aM-p\x). 
Gegenbauer polynomial is defined by means of generating relation (1.5.21) 
00 
(l-2xt + t2Yv = £C*(.r)*B (7.1.3) 
n=0 
The special case a = /? of the Jacobi polynomials (1.5.6) is called ultra-
spherical polynomial and is denoted by P^a'a^(x). If we put a• = {3 in the 
following result 
we get. 
(1 _ /)"!-«- V \ 
(1+Q+/3) (2+a+ff) . 
2 ' 2 ' 
1 + Q 
2t(*-l) 
(l-0a 
^ (l + q + /?)B (oJ ) 
( l - * ) ~ 2*1 
* + Q• , 1 + a ; 
1+Q 
2t(x-\) 
( I - ' ) 2 




 2Fi degenerates into a binomial, that is (7.1.5), can be written 
as 




Indeed, the left, member of (7.1.6) is 
f : ! n T T ^ ) W * B (7-1.6) 
(l-t) - l - 2 a 1 - 2t(x - 1) ( l - / ) 2 
therefore (7.1.6) can be reduced to 
2 \ - i - Q 
= (1 - 2xt + t2)2 
(1 - 2,:/ + f)-1^ = £ ( i ± ^ k p ( ^ ) ( , : ) r (7.1.7) 
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From (7.1.3) and (7.1.7) it follows that the Gegenbauer and ultraspherical 
polynomials are essentially equivalent: 
(%{*) = (2v)„PZ 
("-
' ( X ) 
("+JK 
a+t 
p(*.*){x) (l + a)BCT2(*) 
(7.1.8) 
(7.1.9) (1 + 2a)„ 
We list below a number of important polynomials which can be expressed 
in terms of Gegenbauer polynomial 
C„2(.r) = Pn(.r) (7.1.10) 
CK^T^^'^W 
cfa) = ("•+!)!o(U) (§)-
Cn(x) = —7-2*1 77.! 
P„a '"(.r) = [/n(.r) 





The principal object of the present chapter is to obtain three interesting 
bilateral generating functions for Gegenbauer C„(x) polynomials associated 
with hypergeometric polynomials
 2F\. 1F2 and 3F2. Some auxiliary results 
and an important lemma which are used for obtaining bilateral generating 
relations are given in section 7.2. The main results in the form of bilateral 
generating function are discussed in section 7.3. It is then shown in the last 
section how the main results can be applied to derive a variety of generating 
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function (known and unknown). 
7.2 SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS 
l.The following generating relations which are used in next section for ob-
taining the bilateral generating relations, are given by [87; p. 279(8)] 
(1 - xt)~a2F1 
2- 2 < t\x2-\) 
b+] 1. ( 1 - - T / )
2 
E \a)n rib/.Aj.n 
„=0 (2b)n 





ofi -' t(x+l) 
b+k2; 
= E TTCMfn to(2bUb+V» 
Brafmans generating function [87; p. 280(21)] 
(7.2.2) 
2^1 






_ ~ (a)n(2b-a) b 
hwub+\)>[x)t (7.2.3) 
where d= (1 - 2xt + t2)? 
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2. We also note the following series identity [87: p. 56(1). see also 120: p. 
100(1)] 
]T Y, M™, n) = Y, E M™< n ~ ™) 
n=0 m.=0 n=0m=0 
7.3 MAIN BILATERAL GENERATING RELATIONS 
(7.2.4) 
The bilateral generating relations involving Gegenbauer polynomials as-
sociated with hypergeometric polynomials are given below. Our results are 
obtained with the help of series manipulation technique. 
E ^ ( . T ) 2 F 1 
m = 0 
-m, a; 
2 \ -o 
= d»-»{d> + xyt - ytz)-"2F, 
26: 
fl (a+1). 
2- 2 • 
b+l. (<P + xyt. - yt?Y* 




-y t(x -t-d) 
2d? 
m; 
2b,b + J: 
o-^ i 






m = 0 
a. 2b — a; , , . . (d + yt -
—in 
-dz) 
a, 26 - a; 
y 
26,6 + J: 
2^1 
tm 
(d — yt — dz) 
6 + ± ; 2d 
(7.3.3) 
where d = (1 - 2.r* + / p and z = -* ^—-
0 1
 y i + (l-2xH-t2) 
Proof of the main results 
Replacing x by ^ 7 ^ , t by ( - ^ ) in equation (7.2.1) and then using the 
identity (7.1.1). we get 
2\ -n d2n(d2 + xyt-yt2)-"2Fi 
2' 2 ' 7/2 *2(.T 2 - 1) 
ft+1. (d2 + . 7 ^ - y / 2 ) ^ 
= £ ( - l ) " ( a ) n ^
2 b
^ ( m + n)! E 
n=0 ( ^ ) „
 m = 0 777.! 77.! 
(7.3.4) 
Now using the identity (7.2.4) in the right hand side of (7.3.4), we get the 
required result (7.3.1). 
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If we apply the same technique in the generating relations (7.2.2). that 
is. we replace x by f 2 ^ ) - * by ( — ^ f) hi equation (7.2.2) and use the identity 











= v (-l)"(y)n (m + n ) U (r).m+n 
n^(26)n(6+J)n m!n! ^ " ^ j (7.3.5) 
Now using the identity (7.2.4) in the right hand side of (7.3.5), we get. the 
required result (7.3.2). 
Again we apply the same technique in the generating relation (7.2.3). we 
replace x by f 3 ^ ) , t by ( — ^ f J in equation (7.2.3) and then use the identity 
(7.1.1). we get 
£ M»(26-«)„<, (-!)>>+„.)!;/• 
^o(26)B(6+J)„ m,!??,! 
-26 
= d - ^ F j 








Now using the identity (7.2.4) in the right hand side of (7.3.6), we get the 
required result (7.3.3). Our generating relations (7.3.1), (7.3.2) and (7.3.3) 
are seem to be new. 
I l l 
7.4 SPECIAL CASES 
The main results (7.3.1), (7.3.2) and (7.3.3) of section 7.3 offer many 
special cases and can be obtained for the different values of the parameters. 
A few are given in this section. 
(i.) Setting 6 = 1 and y = 0 in (7.3.2). we get a known generating relation 
[87; p. 301(3)] 
oo 
(l_2 .rf + ^) - 1 = J2Um(x)tm 
177=0 
(ii.) Setting y = 1 in (7.3.1) and using the transformation [87: p. 60(5)], 
iFi 
a . b 
(i - ry-^F, 
c — a , c — b 
, I .r |< 1 
we get a known generating relation [120; p. 126(9)] in the following form 
- „ (2ft -a)n f 





L a ( l -n+26). 
2' 2 
b+h ( 1 - r ' ) ; 
(iii.) Set a = b = 1 and use the result [86; p. 473(83)], 
2-^ i 
in (7.3.1). to get. 
I 1 • 
9 ) x i Arth yfi. 1 1 + y/l 
7= = ^""F '" - —^ 




-m, 1 : 
yt-\/(x2-U 
tan h~ (<p + xyt. - yt?) 
where U„,[.r) is the Tchebycheff polynomial of second kind. 











2yfv ' ( . r2- l) sin 
^2yt(r -t-d) 
sin 
fiytjx-t + dj 
d 
(v.) If we set o = J , 6 = | in (7.3.3) and use the result. [86: p. 474(106)]. 
2F1 
I 5 
2 ' 2 
[A-(^) + ( l -2 2 )D(^ ) ] , 









= dr 16 
9 T T * ( 1 - Q ) ( 1 - / ? ) {K(y/a) + (1 - 2a)D(v£)}WV0) + (
l
 ~ MW\/l3)} 
where A'(o) and D(a) are the complete elleptic integrals given by 
K a) = / = = F[-,a 
D( a) = / - 7 = 
/ 0
 v/(l 
^ / ( 1 - Q 2 s i n ' ^ ) 
*/2 Sl?72fcft 
^ l - A ^ s m 2 * ) V 2 
7T 
( d + yt — dz\ ( d — yt — dz" 
2d 2d 
where a = (1 - 2.rt + t )-> and z = -* -;— 
n r / i , 2 f i ; ( s - t )+tV 
V + (l-2.r«+/2) 
(vi) Putting o = b = 1 in (7.3.3) and using the result [86; p. 476(147)], 
iFi 
1.1 




- m , l , l 
' ' 2 
r = d~ 







WITH PREECE RESULT 
CHAPTER 8 
MULTIPLE GAUSSIAN HYPERGEOMETRIC 
TRANSFORMATION FORMULA ASSOCIATED 
WITH PREECE RESULT 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Saran [89], Srivastava [101], Exton [29], Srivastava and Karlsson [119] 
have discussed many transformations and interesting intances of the re-
ducibilitv of triple hypergeometric functions. These results are obtained 
manly by manipulation of series. Of the various methods available for obtain-
ing transformations of multiple hypergeometric functions , the manipulations 
of integrals representing the functions may often be employed to good effect. 
The study of transformation and reduction formulae have occupied the at-
tention of many authors. The searching technique of the manipulations of 
the series has classically found wide application in this field. It is now em-
ployed together with Preece result in the present chapter to obtain the main 
reduction formula of srivastava function F^ into a combination of Exton's 
double hypergeometric function X1:3;0. Some deduction from this formula 
lead us to a number of (known or new) reduction formulas of some Kampe 
de Feriet F/','':n . Exton's double hypergeometric function XEG:H and Appell 
function F>. 
In the literature of special functions [29, 87, 100, 119, 120], the Rum-
mer's formula related with single Gaussion hypergeometric function play an 
important role in the study of transformations and reduction formula of mul-
tiple Gaussian hypergeometric functions and some integrals are included in 
section 8.1 . The main object of the present chapter is to obtain a reduction 
formula of Srivastava into a combination of Exton's double hypergeometric 
function is listed in section 8.2. A known and unknown results are deduced 
as special cases of our main result, in section 8.3. As well known, the task of 
unifying and collecting transformations relating to various multiple hyperge-
ometric functions is considerbly simplvfied by means of appropriate literature 
for which we should single out the encyclopedic work of Erdelyi et al. [24] 
[25]. Exton [29], Srivastava and Karlsson [119] and Prudnikov et al. [84]. 
Here we mention the following standard results, which are used to obtained 
our main results. 
(i.) The integrals representations with Whittaker's function [27; p. 216(16)]. 
















Re(A ± //.) > - - and Re(p + - ) > 0 
where Wjt.,,(.r) is Whittaker function, defined by [24; p. 264 (5)] 
Vr^(.r) = e~ V 2 F 0 - J 
(ii.) Preece Result [82; p. 378 (11); see also 69; p.395 (110)] 
(8.1.3) 
2 2 ~ ' 2 ~ 2 ' 
i i r 1 ( a ; p ; . r ) i F 1 ( a - p + l : 2 - p : - . r ) = 2F3 
2 ' 2 ' 2' 
l - f + Q,l + f - a ; \ 
I 9 1 
3 _ £ . 
2 2 ' 
(2a - p)(l - p).r 
"2-^3 
•"• ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
(2 - p)p 







= e ' lF, 
c - a: 
, c / 0 , - l , - 2 , 
8.2 MAIN EXTENSION OF PREECE RESULT 
(8.1.5) 
This section deals with main extension of Preece result in the form of re-




k. p — a : 1 — a :c — b\ 
P • 2 - p ; . 
2z - 2 z \-y 
1 + v ' l + y ' 1+w 
2» , 
2:2;0 
n /, • l + P - 2 o l - p + 2 o , u , w .
 2 , 2 , . 
•w:z;u 
A l : 3 ; 0 
1 l + £ 3 ^ . 
L .
 2 . 2 , 2 ) ' 
z(p- l)(p-2a)ab 
4^2 ) ^ 
</p(2 - p) c 
fl+l,6+l:2^s,2±fc2a; 
c + 1 
Proof of the main result 
v 2 : 2 : 0 
A 1 : 3 : 0 
. 3 2±£ i=£ 
• 2 - 2 ' 2 
4y2' ?/ (8.2.1) 
Consider the integral in the following form 
•lo 
p — a: 
P-
-xt. 1*1 
l - o ; 
2-p: 
xt dt (8.2.2) 
In the above integral expanding both \F\ into power series and using the 
result (8.1.1), we get 
7 r(ft + /i + | ) r ( 6 - / i + j | ) ( P ) ^ 
r(b - k + 2)(i + £)b+»+2 
pW 
b + fi+l : : & - / / . + §; 
b-k + 2:: 
1 1 • 
: p- Q;1 - a;//. - k+ | ; 
:
 /> ; 2 - p ;. 
-2.T 2x 2 - p 
2 + p ' 2 + p ' 2+p 
(8.2.3) 
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By the application of Rummer's first formula (8.1.5) and Preece result. 





p(2 - p) h / e-UHV^pthFs /o
l + p - 2 c 
2 
r 1-P+2Q. -] 
' 2 ' 
1 l + £ 3^£ . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' J 
th 3 
r 2 - p + 2 a 2 + p - 2 a . 
2 ' 2 ' 
3 2+£ 4 ^ 






On expanding 2F3 in a power series and using the result (8.1.2), we get 
/ = r(6 + ;* + pr(b - /x +1) 
r(& - k + |)(p)6+1 
v 2 : 2 . 0 
A
 1:3:0 
6 + //.+ §,&-/* + \ : hl + p-2a),1Jl~p + 2a); 
b-k + 2: \. l + p 2 ' 
3^£ . 
2 ' — 
.r2 
4 p 2 ' 
p - 2 
2p 
.r( />-i)(P-2o)r(b + //. + | ) r (b - / / + §) 
P(2 - P) T{b-k + 3)(p)b+2 
v 2 : 2 : 0 
A
 1:3,0 
6 + //. + §, 6 - //• + § : |(2 - p + 2a), \(2 + p-2a)\ : 




Equating (8.2.3) and (8.2.5). adjusting the parameters and replacing 
//. . b . k . x and p by af6, a±§=3, "+'"22c+1, 2 z and 2 y, respectively, we get. 
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the reduction formula (8.2.1). 
8.3 SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we deduce some known and unknown reduction formulas 
for hypergeomet.ric function, Appell's function F2, Exton double hypergeo-
met.ric function and Kampe de Feriet's function of two variables. 
(i.) For y — 1 in (8.2.1), we get Kampe de Fe'riet function 
r i2: l : l 
^1:1:1 
a. b : /; — a; 1 — a; 
c: p ; 2 - p\ 
-z.. = 6-^5 
a (a+1) 6 (6+1) l + p - 2 a l - p + 2 a , 
2* 2 ' 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 ' 
(c+D 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
z ( p - l){p-2a)ab 
p(2 - p) c 6-^5 
a+1 n+2 6+1 6+2 2 - p + 2 a 2 + p - 2 a . 





2+p 4 - p , 
2 ' 2 ' 
(8.3.1) 
(ii.) Setting b = c and y = 1 in main result. (8.2.1). we get 
F2[a,p-a.l -a;p,2- p;z,-z] = 4F3 
a [a+1) 1 - P + 2 Q l + p - 2 o . 
2 - 2 2 ' 2 
I l + £ 3 - p . 
2 - 2 ' 2 ' 
+ 
*( /? - l ) (p-2t>) f t 
P(2 - p) 4 ^ 3 
a+1 o.+2 2 - p + 2 o 2 + p - 2 a . 
2 - 2 2 ' 2 ' 
3 2+£ 4 - p . 
2 ' 2 • 2 ' 
(8.3.2) 
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where F2 is Appell's function of second kind defined by (1.3.2) . Preece result 
(8.1.4) is a confluence case of this result. 




a : 1 — a \c — b: 
1 +V ) y2:l;0 
2y 
A l : 2 ; 0 
0,6 I 
2a: 2 - 2 a ; 
i . 
2 ' ' 
l + 2 a 3 - 2 a . 
2 ' 2 ' ' 
2^ - 2 . 1-?/ 
1+?/' l+ i /" 1+w 
- i 
1 
z2 j / - l 
4y2 1 y 
-1 
(8.3.3) 
(iv.) Setting p = 2a in (8.3.1). we get a special case of a result of Srivastava 
and Karlsson [119; p. 31(47)] 
W2-.1-.1 
-h:l:l 
a.b : a: 1 — a; 
c: 2a: 2 - 2 a ; 
z. — z = 5F4 
a (o+ l ) 6 (6+1) I . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
c (c+1) 1 + 2 Q 3 - 2 O . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' (8.3.4) 
(v.) Setting p = 2a and 2 = 0 in (8.2.1), we get a known Euler's trans-
formation [120: p. 33 (19)] 
2F, 
o, c 
1+3/ (illy F l ^ ) 2 ^ 1 2y 
a, 6; 
c; 
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APPENDIX 
Riv. Mat. Univ. Parma (6) 4 (2001), 229-244 
M. A. PATHAN, M. I. QURESHI and N. U. KHAN (*) 
Some multivariable bilateral generating relations 
involving Jacobi polynomials (**) 
1 - Introduction 
In the usual notation, let
 AFB denotes generalized hypergeometric function of 
one variable with A numerator parameter and B denominator parameter, defined 





= 1 + 2 
[(aA)]nxn 
» = i [(bB)]nnl 
where (aA) denotes the array of A parameters given by ax, 02> <h> •••> aA an (i 
Pochhammer symbol (or the shifted factorial, since (1)„ = (%)!) defined by 
(1.2) [(bB)]n = nBm=1(bm)n = nBm=1 n ^ + ^ } 
nbm) 
the denominator parameters are neither zero nor negative integers, the numera-
tor parameters may be zero or negative integers. 
In 1921, AppelPs four double hypergeometric functions ([2], p. 296 (1)) 
Fi» F2> F3» F4 and its seven confluent forms <tt, <S>2, *&3> V1( V2, Sx, B2 were 
unified and generalized by Kampe de Feriet [1], p. 150 (29). We recall the defini-
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tion of general double hypergeometric function of Kampe de Feriet in the slightly 
modified notation of Srivastava and Panda [31], p. 423 (26): 
(1.3) F&E£ (aA) • (bB) ; (dD) ; 
ME) • (9G) ; (hH) ; x, y 
= 2 [(aA)]m + n[(bB)U(dD)lnx
myn 
*».» = <> [(eJf)]TO + „ [ (p G ) ]mt(feH)]»w! Til 
Triple hypergeometric function F(3) of Srivastava ([21], p. 428) is the unifica-





(aA) :: (bB) ; (dD) ; (eE) : (gG) ; (hH) ; (lL) ; 
x, y, z 
_{mM) :: (nN) ; (pP) ; (qQ) : (rR) ; (ss) ; (tT) ; 
[(^)]i+j + t[(6s)] i+ j[(d0)] i + , [ ( e £)] t + i[(ffG)] i[(^H[(^)L *' yi zk 
(1.5) 
. j . * = o [(wM)]i+i7- + t[(wAf)],.+j[(pp)]i + fc[(7Q)]fc + i[(rii)]j[(8S)],-[(«r)]t i! j ! fc! 
In 1979, Exton defined the following double hypergeometric function 
"(aA): (bB); (cc); (dD); 
ME)- (9G)> (mM); (nN); 
{{aA)]2i+j[{bB)]i+j[{cc)\[{dD)\ xl yj 
<WA:B;CJ) 
^E-.GJAtf 
= 2 i.j = o [(eE)]2i+j[(9G)l+j[('mM)]i[(nN)]j i\ j \ 
Making suitable adjustment in the numbers of numerator and denominator pa-
rameters of ([18], p. 73 (2)), we obtain Kampe de Feriet, double hypergeometric 
function given by 
(1.6) jpB.CJ) _ cwO:B;Cn ^G:MiN - ^0:GMN> 




vA:C\D _ nrA.:0;Cfi 
A-E-.MJ1 - <KE:Otf}j< 
(1.8) X&%H 
(aA) :(bB) ;{dD) ; 
ME) -(9G) \(hH) x, y 
= 2 l(aA)-\2m + n[(bB)]m[(dD)]n x
m
 yn 
™.«=o [(eB)]2m + B[(fl'c)]m[(^)]« mini 
which is the generalization and unification of Horn's non-confluent double hyper-
geometric function ([10]; see also 6, p. 225 (16)) H4 and Horn's confluent double 
hypergeometric function ([11]; see also 6, p. 226 (35)) H7. 
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Now we recall the definition of general quadruple hypergeoraetric function 
F(4> of Srivastava ([22], p . 70 (2.5)) which is the generalization and unification of 
Srivastava's function ([21], p. 428) F ( 3 ) ; Exton's quadruple hypergeometric func-
tions [7] Kj , Kg, K10, Ki2 , K13, K20, K21; Chandel's function ([4], p . 120 (2.3)) 
$ £ # > ; Exton's functions ([8], p . 89 (3.4.1, 3.4.2)) fflEfPfflEtf; Lauricella's func-
tions ([12] F ^ , Fjf, F<$\ Fk4) and its confluent forms given by Exton; Erdelyi func-
tion ([5], p . 446 (7.2)) <f>f; Humbert ' s function ([11], p . 429) 1»24>; Exton's func-
tions ([8], p. 43 (2.1.1.4, 2.1.1.5)) <I>j,4), Ei4); Carlson's function of four variables 
([3], p . 453 (2.1)) R; Srivastava-Exton function ([28], p. 373 (12,13)) <H4), et cetera. 
In our slightly modified notation, F ( 4 ) is given by: 
F(4) 
(1.9) 
(aA):: (.bB);(dD);(eE);(gG) :(hH);(dD);(mM);(gG) ; 
w, x, y, z 
(nN) :: (pP);(qQ);(rR);(ss) :(tT);(qQ) ;(uu) ; ( s s ) ; 
y [ (a A ) ] i + J + f c + J(dz)) ] i + J(gg)] J + , [ ( f tB)] i [ (e g ) ] J [ ( fe t f ) ] f c [ (m M ) ] v w i x^ f e 2 y 
wA»=o [(wAr)]i+j+*+v[(9Q)]i+fc[(Ss)]j+i,[(Pp)]i[(»-fl)]i[(*r)]*[(tt£7)]t)^i'-^^ 
Pathan 's quadruple hypergeometric function ([15], p . 172 (1.2)) F ^ is the ge-
neralization and unification of Srivastava's function ([21], p . 428). In our modified 
notation, F^4 ' is given by: 
F},4) 
(aA) :: (dD);(gG);(mM);(qQ) :(ss);(vv);(xx);(zz) • 
_(bB):: (eE);(hH); (nN);(rR) :(tT);(ww);(yY);(uu) ; 
(1.10) = £ [(aA)] 
UW=o [(bB)i+j+k+i[(eE)]i+j+k[(hH)]j+k+[(nN)]k+M[(rR)]u^ 
[(«jc)]fc KzzMCj (C2y(c3)Hc4)1 
' l(yY)l [(uu)i i\ ji ki i\ ' 
Srivastava and Daoust defined extremely generalized hypergeometric function 
([25]; p . 454 section 4, p. 456 (4.3); 26, p . 199 section 2; 27, pp. 157-158 section 5, 
pp. 153-157 sections (3, 4); 30, pp. 64-65 (18, 19, 20)) of n variables (which is refer-
red to in the l i terature as the generalized Lauricella function of several variables). 
I t is the generalization and unification of Srivastava's functions ([21], p . 428) F<3), 
[22] F ( 4 ) ; Pathan 's functions [15] F^\ ([16], p. 51 (1)) and F^ »n + 1).Srivastava-Daou-
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st defined the following series: 
A.B«„.B(21. .B«o/[(aA): dix\ 6™,..., d{n)]:[(b£l):<P{l)}; 
„ _ [(&$>) : * ( 2 ) ] ; . . . ; [(&£«>) :*<">] ; 
[(e^,):«J (2 )];. . .;[(47, , )): <5(»>]; 
, ' « 2 
= 2> i3(TO1; w 2 , . . . , mn) — 
m,,m2,..., m„ = 0 (Wj)! (TO2)! ( ™ J ! 
where, for convenience 
nf= i(a,-)TOiein+^912)+...+mn<jwnf= iCfr/1'^!*"' Q(m1, t i i j , . . . , m H ) : 
ITP= 1 (d)m Vj" + r«.2Vf) + ... + m„ ^ '"ITfL 1 (ej(1))m,d"» 
(112) 
' n f r k e ; ( 2 ) k 2 ^ , . . n f r ; ( e / ' i ) ) m „ , r ' 
the coefficients 0 f , j = l , 2, ..., A; 0 f , j = 1, 2, ..., 5<i:); ^ f , j = l, 
2, ..., D; df\ j = 1, 2, ..., Em\ Vfce {1, 2, ..., n} are zero and real constants 
(positive, negative) ) ([29] pp. 270-272 (equations 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 21)) and 
(&$>) abbreviates the array of Bik) parameters b}k), j = 1,2, ..., B{k); 
Vfce{1, 2, . . . , » } , with similar interpretations. 
2 - Some useful standard results 
1 - Binomial coefficients 
IM\ (M)! / M 
(2.1) 
(2.2) ( - # ) * = 
JV/ (N)\(M-N)l \M-N. 
(-l)KNl 
(N-K)\ 
2 - Jacobi and extended Jacobi (or Fujiwara) polynomials 
The classical Jacobi polynomial PJf'B\x) of order {A, B) and degree N in x 
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defined (in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric
 2F\ function) by ([18], p. 255 (7)) 
{\+A + B)2N I x-l\N (2.3) Ptf< B){x) = -i— —2L ——
 2FX 
N\(1+A + B)N\ 2 
-N, -A-N ; 
-A-B-2N ; 
1-a: 
which in view of ([32], p. 64), at once yields 
(2.4) P^B)(x) = l-x a(-A-B-2N-l,B) N 
cc + 3 
x-l 
(2.5) P^B\x) ^ + X \ p(A, -A-B-2N-1)! 2. * 
\ 1 +X 
An obvious variant of classical Jacobi polynomials is so called extended Jacobi 
polynomials F^- B)(x; a, b, c) studied by (among others) Izuri Fujiwara in an at-
tempt to give a unified presentation of classical orthogonal polynomials (especially 
Jacobi, Laguerre and Hermite polynomials) (see [17] and [30], p. 388, (1)). The 
polynomials F^,B)(x; a, b, c) are essentially those that were considered by Sze-
go ([32], p. 58) and are given by ([17], p. 387) 
2(x — a) (2.6) Fjf-B\x; a, b, c) = [c(a-b)fP^B)[ + 1 
a-b 
3 - Manocha's Result 
([13], p. 105 (1.4); see also [30], p. 122 (71)) 
i(M+N\ « J » I * ' - {a^+M+1)" I«il)"(*±1 \" 
N=o\ N Ml \ 2 I \x-l 
(2.7) 1 }a+P+M 
1 + - ( * - ! ) i
 2F, 
-a-p-M, -a-M ; 
•a-p-2M ; (x + 1) l+-(x-l)t 
2 
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4 - Lemma 
([30], p. 102 (17)) 
For positive integers 71; I2, h, ••-,/,, (j 3= 1) 
(2.8) 
„ I1Kl+I2K2 + ... + IJKjSN 
2 2 C(K1,K2,...KJ;N) 
N = 0 KuK2,...,Kj = 0 
00 
2 C(KU K2, ...Kj;N + I1K1 + I2K2 + ...+LKj). 
N,K1,K2,...,Kj = 0 
3 - General multiple series identity 
Theorem. Let {S(Ki, K2, ..., Kj)} be a bounded multiple sequence of ar-
bitrary complex numbers, VKre {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . } , r= 1, 2, ...,j; Zu Z2, ..., Zj 
are complex variables, /1( J2, ..., /,-, and M are arbitrary non negative integers, 
a and fi are arbitrary complex numbers then 
Zp Zfi
 N_ (a+P + M + l)M [ x + 1 \"(x + l 
(KOI (Kj)l (M)l x-1 
M 
(3.1) 1+ -(x-l)t 
2 
a+/3 + M 
ZJ S(KI, K2, ..., Kj) 
Ki, K2, ... Kj, Kj + l=0 
(-a~/3-M)I + Kj+l 
(-a-M)Kj+i j xt-t \' 
(-a-/3-2Af)x .+1 \ 2 + xt-t 
I xt-t V 
  xt-t j 
"|V> Z^Z2KK..Zf' 
(x + 1)(2 + xt - t) (Kl)l(K2)l...(Kj)l(Kj + 1)l 
where for the sake of brevity / = 2 ImKm, VKre {0, 1,2,3, . . . } , 
m = 1 
r = 1, 2, ..., j ; the variables |Zx \, \Z2\, •••, \Zj\ also constrained that both sides 
of the expansion formula exist. 
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Proof of (3.1). In order to derive a class of extended bilateral generating 
relations for classical restricted Jacobi polynomials, we replace N by N + I^Ki 
+ I2K2 + ... + IjKj in left hand side «L» of Theorem (3.1) and use Lemma (2.8), 
to get 
(3.2) 
^, IM + N + IX 
L = 2 K-N-I)iS(Klt &,...,%) 
iV,X„X2 Kj = 0\ N + I I 
1 2
 " J tN + I Dla-I-N,p-1-N)(„\ 
1 * M + 1 + N V»W • 
(Kl)\(K2)\...(Kj)\ 
In view of the application of (2.1) and (2.2), we get 
(3.3) 
1 ^ , ZpZ2Ki...Zp L=— 2 (M + DK-tYSiKuK,,...,^) 
Ml Ki,K2,...,Kj = o (Ki)l(K2)l...(Kj)\ 
N=0\ N J 
By the application of Manocha's result (2.7), we get 
L = 
(a + P + M + l)M I x + 1 \al x + 1 
{M)\ x-1 
M 
1 + -(X-l)t 
2 
a + 8 + M 
00 17 Ki >7 Kj 
(3.4) 2 S(K1,K2,...,Kj)(-a-^-M)I\'"l 
2FX 
-a-p-M + I, -a-M; 
-CL-P-2M; (x + 1)(2 + xt -1) 
xt-t 
2 + xt-t 
1/ 
Now writing
 2F\ in power series, we get required right hand side of the theo-
rem (3.1). 
4 - Applications of (3.1) 
The main result (3.1) of this paper offer many special cases of potential inte-
rests. Few are given in this section. In fact, by merely applying the relationship 
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(2.6), one can easily derive a number of results of Fujiwara's polynomials which 
appeared in the work of Pittaluga et al [17]. 
I. Setting j = 2, Ii = I2 = l and the bounded sequence 
i(o,A)]Kl + Kt[(dD)]Kl[(gG)]Ki 
S(Kl,K2) = [ ( ^ ) k + K2[(eE)k,[(^)k2 
in (3.1), we get a known generating relation of Srivastava ([23], p. 29 (3.4); see 
also [19], p. 40). 
£0(MNN\pfc8''-N)MF££fi 
-N, (aA) : (dD); (gG); 
z\i 2 2 
(bB) •• (eE); ( M ; 
tN 





•+0 + M 
F(3) 
X-a-p-M):: (aA) ; : (dD) ; (gG) ; 
:: (bB) ; : (eE) ; (hH) ; 
{-a-M) 
•a-/3-2M) ; 
(xt - t) zx (xt - t) zz 
(2 + xt-t) (2 + xt-t) (x + 1)(2 + xt - t) 
which is the generalization and unification of bilateral generating relations of Ma-
nocha ([13], p. 105 (2.1); [13], p. 106 (2.2, 2.3)). 
II. Settings = 2, Ii = l, I2 = 0 and using the bounded sequence given by (I), 
(3.1) reduces to a known bilateral generating relation of Srivastava ([24], p. 92 
(6.5); see also [20], p. 692 (12); p. 694 (17, 18)) 
N=0\ N ' 
(aA) : ~N,(dD); (gG); 
(bB) : (eE); (hH); 
z\i z2 tN 




a + ff + M 
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(M ; (eE) ;(hH); 
(xt - t)z1 
* 2 , (2 + xt-t) (x + 1)(2 + xt - t ) 
( - a - j 6 - 2 M ) ; 
III. For j = 2, Ii = 1, I2 = 0 and the bounded sequence 
S(KU K2) = —— , z1 = y,z2 = z (^)K1 + K2 
(3.1) becomes 
£, IM + IT 
N = 0\ N 
) Pti^'O-^ix) FX[X, -N,/*;d;y, z] tN 
(a+p + M + l)M I x + l\al x + 1 




a+ / J + A/ 
'M -a-M,X,X, -a-p-M,/i, -a-fi-M; - a -0-2M, d, d; 
z, 
(xt -t)y 
(x + l)(2 +xt-t) (2 + xt-t) 
where FM is a Lauricella's function of three variables defined by ([30]; p. 67) 
f « (« i , a-i,a-z,Pi,Pi,Pi\YuYii Yz\ x,y,z) 
= 2 
m , n , p = 0 
(ai)m(a2)m + P(/51)m + p(/32)„xm2/M2;p 
(7i)m(72)n + pW!n!p! 
| * | < r , | 2 / | < s , | z | < t , r + t = l = s . 
The result given above is a generalization of several other works on generat-
ing functions by Manocha and Sharma [14], Manocha [13] and Srivastava [23], [24]. 
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IV. Setting j = 2, Ix = 1, I2 = 0 and the bounded sequence 
S(KU K2) = ,^ / x , z1 = y,z2 = z 
[10] 
(<*Wyk 
in equation (3.1), we get 
2 rs 
N = 0\ N 
\ Pfcg-'-^x) F2[k; -N,n;y,d; y, z] tN 
(a + 8 + M + 1)M / x + 1 \ a / x + 1 "M 
Ml x - 1 
1+ - ( x - l ) i 
2 
a + ^ + M 
[i, -a-B-M, -a- B-M, k, -a-M,X;d, - a - B -2M, y, z, 
(xt - t)y 
(x + l)(2 + xt-t) (2 + xt-t) 
where FK is a Lauricella's function of three variables defined by [30]; p. 67 
FK(au az,a2,B1,p2,B1;yl,y2,y3;x,y,z) 
m,n,p = 0 (yi)m(y2)«(73)pW!w!p! 
\x\<r, \y\<s, \z\<t, ( l - r ) ( l - s ) = i . 
V. Setting j = 2, h - 1, h = 0 and the bounded sequence 
S(KUK2)=—— , z1 = y,z2 = z 
(M^K, + KZ 
in equation (3.1), we get 
IM + N 
2 l v 
2V = 0 \ JV 
) P^'"-N)(x) F3[-N, y, k,d;,i; y, z] tN 
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- a - M , y , A , - a - / 3 - M , < 5 , -a-fi-M; - a - j 3 - 2 M , / i , / j ; 
(xt-t)y 
(x + 1)(2 + xt -1) (2 + xt-t) ,z, 
where FN is a Lauricella's function of three variables defined by [30]; p. 67 
FN(au a2, a3, ftu 02,0^, y1( y2, y2; x, y, z) 
= s 
m, n, p = 0 
(ax)m(a2)n(a3)p(Pl)m
 + p(P2)nXmynZI 
\nn\<r, \y\<s, | z | < i , ( l - r ) s + ( l - s ) t = 0. 
VI. Setting,;'= 2, Ix = 2, I2 = l and the bounded sequence 
S(Kx,K2) = [(«A)]2g1 + g2[(dz))k1[(gG)k2 
[(6B)]2K1 + K2[(eB)k1[(fcH)k2 
in equation (3.1), we get 
2 lM+N 
N = 0\ N 
A + 1:D;G p(a-N,0-N)(v\ Y A + 1:D;' rM + A? W AB:E;H 
-N, (aA): (dD); (gG); 
(bB): (eE); (hH); 
z l > z2 t
N 





a + P + M 
^A+i^G;!^-"-)8 ~ M : 2> L ^ » K°U> = 2- 1. 0] : [Wz>> = U 5 Kite) : 1] 5 
^ _ a - M : H ; (xt -1)2 Z! (xt-t)z2 
_ « - 2 M : l ] ; (2 + a t f - i ) 2 ' (2 + a t f -*) ' (x + l)(2 + a*- t ) 
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VII. Taking j = 2, I\ = l, h-0 and using the bounded sequence given by 
(VI), (3.1) takes the form 
JV = 0 \ N (bB) : (eE) ; (h„) ; 
(a + B + M + l)M I x + 1 \ a / x + l 




a+fi + M 
p A + l:D;G;l 
P
 B:E;H;1 
/ [ - o - / 3 - 2 M : 1 ,0 ,1 ] , t (aA) :2, 1 ,0] : [(dD) : 1] ; 
\ [(6B):2, 1 ,0] : [(<fc) : 1] ; 
( x ^ - ^ Z j ( x t - < ) 2 2 4 
(2+ &*-*) (2 + x^ -0 (x + l)(2 + xf-t) 
[ ( f t«) : l ] ; [ - a - / 8 - 2 M : l ] ; 
VIII. If we set j = 2, 7i = 2, 72 = 1 and 
[ ( a ^ O W * [(dD)]jc1 + j6[(^G)]icI[(Pp)k! S(#i ,# 2 ) = 
in equation (3.1), we get 
£ IM + N 
l(bB)]2K1 + K2 V{eE)}Kl + Kl[(hH)]Kl[{qQ)}K2 
N = 0\ N 
p(a-N,p-N)(„\ £wv4 + lJ>;G 
rM + N W J^B:E\H 
-N, (aA): (dD); (gG); (pP); 
(bB): (eE); (hH); (qQ); Z\y %2 
(a + 8 + M + l)M(x + l\alx + l\M\1+i_ )t 
2 M! x-1 
a+ft + M 
p A + l + D:G;P;l 
V
 B + E:H;Q;1 
([-a-B-M: 2, 1, 1] ,[(aA) : 2, 1, 0] ,[(dD) : 1, 1, 0] : 
[(bB):2,l,0],Heff):l,l,0]: 
[ ( ^ G ) : 1 ] ; [ ( P P ) : 1 ] ; [ - a - A f : l ] ; 
(xi-«2Zl (xt_t) 
[(**): l];[(gQ): 1]; [-a-0-2M: 1]; ^ ^ ' ^ M ' fc+1jg 
4 
+«»0 
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IX. If j = 3, Ix = I2 = Is = l and the bounded sequence 
•5(^1, A2, A3) = 
[(bB)]K 1 + K2 + K3 
[(es)k1 + x2[(AH)k2 + x,[(wM)]^ + Xl[(rfi)]Xl 
then equation (3.1) gives 
M + iV 
JVM) I N 
P^^fi-N)(x)F^ -N,(aA) :: (dD); (gG); (lL) : (gQ); 
(6B) " (eE); (hH); (mM) : (rR); 
(ss) ;(vv); 
zl> z2> z3 
(a + p + M + l)M I x + 1 \a( x + 1 
Ml 
p,A + l + D + G + L;Q;S; V; 1 





a + B + M 
ll-a-p-M : l , l , l f l ] , [ (o^ : l , l , l ,0 ] , [ (d^ : l , l ,0 ,0 ] , 
[(6B):l,l,l,0],[(eB):l,l,0,0]> 
UgG) : 0, 1, 1, 0 ] , [(lL) : 1, 0, 1, 0] : [(qQ): 1] ; [(ss) : 1] ; [(tv): 1] ; 
[(fcH) : 0, 1, 1, 0] , [(mM) : 1, 0, 1, 0] : [(rR) : 1]; [(uv) : 1]; [(ww) : 1]; 
[ - o - A f : 1 ] ; (xt-t)zi (xt-t)z2 (xt-t)zs 
\ 
(2+xt-t) (2 + xt-t) (2 + xt-t) (x + l)(2 + xt-t) [-a-p-2M :1]; 
X. If j = 3,11 = 12 = 1, 3^ = 0 and the bounded sequence 
[(dD)]K1 + K2[(ffG)k2 + K 3 [ ( ^ ) k 3 + K1[(9Q)]K1 
/ 
SCKi, /C2, /C3) = [(&B)k1 + K2 + ^ [ ( ^ ) k 1 + x2[(fe//)]K2 + ^ [ (mM)]^ + Xl[(rR)]Xl 
[(*s)]j&[(«v)]Ai 
t(Mc/)]x2[(ww)]X3 
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in equation (3.1), we get 
y IM + N 
N = 0\ N 
nv#^"w(^)F(3) (04):: -N, (dD); (gG); (lL) : (qQ); (bB) •• (eE); (hH);(mM):(rR); 
(ss) \{vv) ; 
(%/);(wiv); 
21> 22> z 3 
(a + p + M + l)M I x + l\a( x + l 
Ml x - 1 
M 
1 + -(x-l)t 
2 
a + /3 + M 
/ [ -a- /3-M:l , l ,0 , l ] , [ (a^) : l , l , l ,0] , [ (d f l ) : l , l ,0 ,0] , 
-,A + 1 + D + G + L:Q;S;V;1 
B + E + H + M:R;U;W;1 
\ [(6B): 1,1,1,0], [(cs): 1,1,0,0], 
[(gG) : 0, 1, 1, 0] , [(lL) : 1, 0, 1, 0] : :[{qQ) : 1] ;[(ss) : 1] ;[(vv) : 1] ; 
[(hH) : 0, 1, 1, 0] , [(mM) : 1, 0, 1, 0] :[(rR) : 1] ;[(My) : 1] ;[(ww) : 1] ; 
[-a-M : 1]; 
[-a-j8-2M : 1] ; 
(xt- t)Zi (Xt -t)Zo \ 
(2 + xt-t) (2 + xt-t) '3 > (x + 1)(2 + xt -1) 
For different values of J, Ilt I2, h> -••> and multiple bounded sequence 
S(Ki, K2, . . . ) , we can derive a number of known and unknown bilateral genera-
ting relations involving Jacobi polynomials and Kampe de Feriet functions of two 
variables; Srivastava function F(3) and its special cases HA, HB, Hc, FE, FF, FG, 
FK, FM, FP, FR, Fs, FT; Srivastava function FU) and its special cases 
K5, K9, Kw, Kl2, K1S, Kw, K21; Pathan function F^ and its special cases 
K2, K„, K15; Exton's function (P)Hfjn),iP)Hjn\ H, X; Wright's functionpxpq; Exto-
n's function $]£}?> fa) Ejjp; Chandel function ll]Ecn); Khichi function HBn); Karls-
son's function Hcn); Chandel-Gupta function ^F^^F^^F^; Karlsson's fun-
ction (p)F$\ Exton's triple hypergeometric functions XUX2,XZ, ..., X20; Pandey 
function GA, GB; Dhawan function Gc, GD; and Srivastava function Gc-
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Abstract 
In this paper the authors prove a general theorem on generating relation for a certain 
sequence of functions. Many formulas involving the families of generating functions for 
the Jacobi and the so called extended Jacobi (or Fujiwara) polynomials given by Sharma 
and Manocha [14], Manocha [13], Sharma [19], Sharma and Mittal [20], Manocha and 
Srivastava [23], [24], Pittaluga, Sacripante and Srivastava [17] are shown here to be spe-
cial cases of a general class of a generating function involving Jacobi (or Fujiwara) po-
lynomials and multiple hypergeometric series of several variables. It is then shown how 
the main result can be applied to derive a large number of generating functions involving 
hypergeometric functions of Appell, Lauricella, Kampe de Feriet, Srivastava, Pathan, 
Exton, Chandel, Khichi Karlsson, Chandel-Gupta, Pandey, Dhawan and other multiple 
Gaussian hypergeometric functions scattered in the literature of special functions. 
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Communicated by the Editors 
Abstract : The aim of this paper is to derive a theorem on partly 
bilateral and partly unilateral generating functions. A number of 
(known and new ) results ^llow as special cases, simply by special-
izing the cofficients and parameters involved in the theorem. For the 
sake of illustration, some special cases are mentioned briefly. 
lA.M.S. (M.O.S.) Subject Classification (1991) Special function : 
33C45, 33C55, 33C64, 33C65, 33C70, 33C99 
2Key Words And Phrases : 
Generating functions, Generalized Horn's function, Lauriceila function, Itegral represen-
tation, Exton's function, Kampe' de Feriet function, Ejcton's quadruple hypergeometric 
function. 
1. Introduction and the main results. 
As usual, let (A)n denote the Pochammer symbol denned by 
' 1 ifn = 0 
< 
i A(A + l)(A + 2) . . . (A + n - l ) i fn = 1,2, . . . 
(A)- = (1.1) 
so that 
(A)m + n = (A)m(A + m) n , (A)m_n = ( J f (A)T" (1.2) 
(1 - A - m)n 
In a number of recent papers [6], [7] and [8], partly bilateral and partly 
unilateral generating functions of generalized Horn's function (fc) H[n) [1, 
p.97 (3.5.2)], Lauricella's function F% [12, p.60 (1)] and Bessel polynomial 
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• H j = 1 { i . | f ( ^ + l ) r i * , + - + r p f c p + m + n + r (1.8) 
and 
xt, 
( 1 _ s _ t + ii)-(w+»)n" yi y9 ( 1 - , - * + * ) ' ' ( ! _ , - * + ? ) 
~ « £«T « (-n)r(x)r 
m = - o o n = m' "*•"• Ji...,*„r = 0 l m r x / r ' * 
m f ( - m j ) « i ( - y i ) ' i | / A r i n 
LLj = 1 I F I J I [ *-/V + 1/*i+-+*,+m+n+r 
provided that each member of (1.8) and (1.9) exists. 
Proof : We know that [3], [8] and [9] 
(1.9) 
exP(5-M--)= £ £ fLL^H^m + l;*] (1.10) 
m = -oo n = m' m!n! 
where m* = max(0, — m), so that all factorials of negative integers have 
meaning. 
On setting s = (1 — s — t - f j ) i n equation (1.6), we get 
n' 
r(N + i) Jo 
k\,...,kp = 0 
which on using (1.10) yields 
( i - a _ i + *)-<"+i>n' 
A- ' 
(1.11) 
_ ( l _ s _ t + ^ ) r , ' ' ( 4 _ 5 _ < + ^ ) r 
/•oo °° 
= -oo « =
 m . m!n! r(/V + 1) Jo t. . V _ n 
~ ~ 5mtn 1 
* l . - , * P = 0 
•iFi[—n\m + l;xu}UPj _
 x 
r,\k, (*i" r ' ) du. 
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oo oo -mjn oo 
'r—-\ ^-^\ $ Z ^ -^ ^ TljfX 
m = —oo 
n =
 m.rn\n\Si...£r = Q(m + \)rr\ 
•nU { ( mvft!V , ) ' '} { N + 1 ) " + " + s < + m + " + r (u6) 
which is the required result (1.9). 
2. Applications of the theorem. 
(i) Consider the integral representation of the generalized Horn function 
W//jn ) [1, p.104 (3.5.4.5)] 
—
 {k)H\n)[a, bs+u . . . , 6P; c i , . . . , Cpj x i , . . . , xp] 
sa 
'= j T c - ' t - ^ o F i I - J ^ x ^ j n ^ ififojc,-;*;*]* (2.1) 
On taking iV = a - 1, r l l . . . , r J = 2, r , + 1 , . . . ,rp = 1(5 < p) 
c'(ku...,kp) = (tfc;cY^;+''(ej6;)'1'' and combining (2.1) with (1.6) and (1.8), 
we get a known results due to Pathan and Kammrujjama [7, p.33 (2.4)]. 
(l-s-t + -)-aWHin)[a,bk+i,.--,bn;ci,---cn; 
s 
Xj Xjfc Xfc+1 x n 
( 1 - 5 - i + f ) 2 ' ' (1 - 5 - t + f )2 ' (1 -
 5 - t + f) ' ' (1 - S ~ t + f ) J 
OO OO cm /n 
m = - o o n = m ' ' " • ' * • 
•
(fc)//in+1)[a + m + n, 6fc-ni, - • •, bn, - n ; cu . . . , cn, m + 1; xu ..., xn, x] (2.2) 
(ii) Consider the integral representation [1, p.49 (2.4.2)] 
~
FA [a-> 6i, •. • 6n; c i , . . . cn; x i , . . . xn] 
5° 
/•oo 
On taking N = a - l , r , = l,(j = 1,2,.. .n),c'(ku .. -,fc„) = i ^ ; ; : j ^ 
and combining (2.3) with (1.6) and (1.8), we get 
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Y}aJ,)(x) =
 2Fo[-p,ap + /? + l ; - ; T ] (2.9) 
On taking q = 1, N = ap + /3 and 0\ = 2 and combining (2.8) with 
(1.9), we get 
xt (1 _
 s _ t + li)-(«P+/»+i)y(a^)(_ 
5 1 5 - < + K ) 
OO OO cm /n 
= E E r n ^ P + ^ + i U 
m = - o o n = m- m ! n ! 
l : l ; ; l 
0 
. F l : l ; -  
r0:l:-:l 
ap + 0 + m + n + l 
—m 
x, 
: m + 1 ; 
(2.10) 
(v) On combining the integral representation (1.4) with (1.9), we get 
the following result due to Pathan and Bin Saad [6] 
xt {l-s-t + ^-w+VYizzz:** Xi [{i-3-t + &y '(i-s-t + f) 
OO OO Qmfn 
= E E ZJT,(V+P +l)m+. 
m = - o o n - m' '"••"•• 
1:1;-;1 
r O : l ; - ; 0 
v + 0 + m + n + l : ~n ; - m i 
: m + 1 ;••• 
m„ 
X, X i , * ' * , X n 
(2.11) 
where Yjfil;;;;£^ is defined by (1.3) and is a generalization of Exton's Bessel 
polynomial [9, p.4 (3.1)] and F0'\:^Q is the generalized Kampe' de Feriet 
function of n variables [2, p.28 (1.4.3)] 
(vi) Consider the integral representation [11, p.320 (172)] 
FE[<*I, <*I, QI ,0I ,02, 02,02\ 7i, 72,73l x, y, z] 
1 f°° 
Re(x + y + z + 2^/yz)<\ , Refa) > 0 (2.12) 
On setting r, = r2 = r3 = I , S(kuk2M) = fflff&X 
rj = 1, (j = 1,2,. . . ,p) and combining (2.12) with (1.8), we get 
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Abstract. The authors derive an extension of Preece result in the form of a 
reduction formula of Srivastava's function F*3* into a combination of Exton's 
double hypergeometric function X,2,2;,0. Some deductions from this formula 
lead us to a number of (known or new) reduction formulas for some Kampe' 
de Fe riet, Exton and Appell functions. 
Keywords. Multiple Gaussian hypergeometric functions, Preece result, 
Whittaker function, Pochhammer symbol, Lauricella's, Apell's, Kampe' de 
Fe'riet, Extons and Srivastava's functions. 
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1. Introduction 
In the usual notation, let pFq denote a generalized hypergeometric 
function of one variable with p numerator parameters and q denominator 
parameters, defined by [15; p. 42(1)] 
" - (a,)„(a2)„...K)nx" 
A al,a2,....,ap bl,b1,....,bp ~o (6,)„(M„...(*f)„«! 
=pFq(a,,a2,....,ap;b,,b2,...,bq;x) (1.1) 
where (a)„ is the Pochhammer symbol, defined by 
J 1 ' '/ » = 0 1 
Wm
 \a{a + l)(a + 2)...(a + n-\) // n = l,2,3,...J
 ( L 2 ) 
The denominator parameters are neither zero nor negative 
integers the numerator parameters may be zero and negative integers. 
Series (1.1) 
(i) converges for |x|<oo if p<q 
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2. Some Useful Standard Results 
(i) [5; p. 216(16)J, [11;
 P. 256 (5)1 
T{A + n + Vi)T{A-n+ fya** 
r(A~k+i)(p+ahr" 
r{A + M + K)r(A-fi + K) „ 
:
 ~A 2 ^ l 
A + /j + '/i,/j-k + l/2; p-f 
A-k + l ; p + f 
J (2.1) 
r(A-k + \)a  
A + p + Y^A-p + Vi;
 a.2p 
A-k + l; ~^~ (2.2) 
Re (A ± u) > - !4 and Re(p+ a/2) > 0 
where W^ ^(x) is Whittaker function, defined by [4; p. 264 (5)] 
(ii) Preece result (10; p. 378 (11), see also 9; p. 395 (110)J 
,f;(a; p; x)xFx(a-p+\; 2-p; -x)=2Ft 
\ P i p 
— - — + a. — + T - <*. 2 2 2 2 
1 £ I 2_£ 
2 + 2 ' 2 ' 2 2 • 
|(2a-/o>Xl-p)x F l - 7 + «-, + 7 - ^ ± 
(2-p)p 2 3
 1 + ^ 2 . ^ 2 . 4 
V 2 2 ' 2 ' 
(iii) Kummer's first formula [ 15; p. 37 (7)] 
A a; 
c; 
= «',/; c-a; 
c; 
, c * 0,-1,-2,. 





Re(b) > 0, Re(s) > 0 
3. Main Extension of Preece Result and its Proof 
This section deals with main extension of Preece result in the form of 
reduction formula of F(3) into a combination of Exton's double 
hypergeometric function: 
a:: b\—;~,'.P-¥,;l-a;c-b; iz _2z \-y~ 
c.:—;—;—:• p;2-f ; —; \ +
 y'i + y'\ + y 
( , \+p-2a l-p+2a 
" 1 i — ; 2 1 
2 2 z y-i 
A ]1£ }zE-_- 4 / ' y 
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4. Special Cases 
In this section we deduce some known and unknown reduction 
formulas for hypergeometric function, Appell's function F2, Exton 
double hypergeometric function and Kampe' de Fe'riet 's function of 
two variables, 
(i) For y = 1 in (3.1), we get Kampe' de Fe ' net function F2 
a (a + 1) b (* + l) \ + p-2a \-p+2a 
2 ' _2 pit: 
•2,2 
a,b:p-a;l-a; 
c. p ;2-p; 




2 2 2 2 2 2 
c (c*l) J_ (' + />> Q-P) 
L 2' 2 ' 2~ 2 2 
a+1 a+2 fc + 1 6+2 2 - p + 2 a 2 + p - 2 a 
2 2 2 2 2 





(ii) Setting b = c and y = 1 in main result (3.1), we get 
r
a_ (a + l) \-p+2a \ + p-2a 
F2 [a, p - a,l-a;p,2- p,z,-z]=tFi 2 2 1 2 1 + P 3 - P . 
z(p-lXp-2Qr)a 
H . r, 
P (2-P) 
2' 2 ' 




2 + p 4 - p 
2 ' 2 2 ' 
where F2 is Appell's function of second kind. Preece result (2.3) is a 
confluence case of this result. 
(iii) Setting p = 2a in (3.1), we get 
av.b—;—•'a; \-a;c-b;
 2z -2z \-y 






~' z' y-\ 
c. 
\ + 2a 3 - 2 a 4y2 ' y 
(4-3) 2 2 
(iv) Setting p = 2a in (4.1), we get a special case of a result of 
Srivastava and Karlsson [ 14; p. 31(47)] 
a (a + 1) b (b +1) 1 
2 1,1 fix 
rl:l;l 
a,6: a; 1-a; 
c:2a;2 - 2a; z,-z = 5^4 
2 2 2 2 2 
c (c+ l ) l + 2or 3 - 2 g 
2* 2 ' 2 ' 2 (4.4) 
(v) Setting p = 2a and x = 0 in (3.1), we get a known Euler's 
transformation [15; p. 33 (19)] 
52. o 
^ g l 
Si 3 
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